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Chapter 1
Introduction
Parallel processing has become an important tool for solvingmany of today's real-
world problems. Environmental modeling, genome sequencing, pharmaceutical mod-
eling, genetic engineering, and oceanographic simulationare just a sampling of prob-
lems that have such great computational demands that sequential computation is
often impractical. Consider a global circulation simulation that requires about 30
billion floating-point operations for every 10 minutes being modeled. Computational
requirements such as these cannot be met with standard sequential computing facil-
ities. Given a 100 Mflops (millions of floating-point operationsper second) machine,
the global circulation model would take 182.5 days to simulateone year's activity
[76]. There are examples that would take tens of thousands ofyears to execute, even
on today's fastest supercomputers.
The recent interest in heterogeneous parallel computing and improving network
speeds have given rise to a new parallel architecture, the parallel network.This
new parallel processing paradigm presents challenges beyond those found with tradi-
tional parallel machines. Heterogeneity of the nodes, low bandwidth, highmessage-
preparation latency, and fluctuating performance capabilities due to multiple system
users are issues that usually do not occur, or occur to a much lesser degree, in typical
parallel computers. The adverse effects of these obstaclescan be lessened by careful2
data partitioning and load balancing. The problem addressed in this investigation
is that of determining the decomposition methods that best suit this heterogeneous
networked environment for data-parallel applications.
It is not the purpose of this research to predict performance in the heterogeneous
parallel network. Rather the goal is to explore data decomposition and load balanc-
ing techniques to improve the performance attainable in this environment. In the
remainder of this chapter the networked environment is described, the problemspace
used for the investigation is defined, and the goals and significance of the researchare
detailed.
It is my thesis that one can mathematically characterize the communication costs
of a parallel network to determine the decomposition technique(s) that should yield
superior performance for a specific application program.
1.1The Parallel Network
The parallel network is defined to be a collection of independent computers, each
with one or more processors, connected by one or more communication networks, for
the purpose of solving a single problem.
Networked parallel processing has much in common with the loosely-coupled mul-
ticomputer model of computation. Both systems contain multipleprocessors that
must communicate by message passing.Memory is physically distributed among
the processors and each node has its own operating system. Execution is inherently
asynchronous, which provides a suitable environment for MIMD (multiple instruc-
tion, multiple data) or SPMD (single program, multiple data) programming. There
is no global name space, so data partitioning issues must be explicitly addressed.
Networked parallel processing, however, poses a number of additional challenges that
must be addressed before this computational paradigm can be of practical value.3
Traditional parallel computers often havea mesh, hypercube or tree topology,
and are specifically designed to optimize interprocessor communications.The actual
topology of the parallel network may besome arbitrary configuration or a collection
of individual networks. Typically, the connections fora Local Area Network (LAN)
based network are Ethernet or Token Ring with bandwidths between4 and 16 Mbps.
However, faster networks are available. FDDI (Fiber Distributed DataInterface) of-
fers a transmission rate of 100 Mbps, and HiPPI (High PerformanceParallel Interface)
is capable of performance of over 100 MBps [5]. Network bandwidth,however, is not
the only component of communication cost. Regardless of thenetwork speed, there
is a message handling latency cost that must be paid. Protocols suchas TCP/IP are
implemented in software that createsa bottleneck in high speed networks. Latency
costs for a single message may be 5 msec or greater,as opposed to less than 100 //sec
in a parallel computer. Future protocolsmay be realized in silicon, thereby avoid-
ing much of the software bottleneck; but current implementationsare still software
based.It is this message handling component of communicationcost that has the
most severe performance impact in network computing. To reduce this latencycost,
it is desirable to keep the number of interprocessormessages as small as possible.
Unlike multicomputers, where allprocessors normally have the same computing
power, parallel networks are often made up of heterogeneous machines with differing
computational speeds.Therefore, the data partitioning scheme must consider the
capabilities of the candidate machines when apportioning the workload.The problem
space must be decomposed in a manner that minimizes the time that the faster
processors must wait for slower processors to complete their computations. Ideally,
each node is allotted a share of the workload commensurate with itsperformance
capability.
The interconnections in the parallel networkare seldom dedicated. It is often the
case that the messages generated by a parallel application must contend for bandwidth4
with unrelated network traffic. Additionally, the individual nodesare usually multi-
user machines. This produces a high variability in the performance capabilities of the
individual processors.
A number of freely-available programming platforms, suchas PVM [45], P4 [25],
and Dataparallel C [50], as wellas numerous proprietary systems, facilitate parallel
computing in the networked environment. The popularity of thesesystems attests to
the widespread interest in the networked parallel processingparadigm. This concept
of the hypercomputer, a virtual parallel machine formedfrom a network of work-
stations [26], has substantial appeal due to the availability,increasing speeds, and
moderate cost of workstations, and the predicted superior price/performanceratio
over supercomputers [16]. The investigation described here has been carried out in
the context of the heterogeneous workstation network.
Three main issues, heterogeneity, communication cost, and the multi-usernature
of the network, necessitate scrupulous partitioning of the datato achieve acceptable
performance.
1.2The Problem Space
The workstation network, like the multicomputer, isa suitable architecture for MIMD
programming. MIMD, or control-parallel, programming is considered to be difficult
because the available programming environmentsare typically very low level [50].
The programmer or the compiler must handle synchronizationdetails and analyze
data dependencies to determinean appropriate decomposition of the problem across
the participating processors. Race conditions and deadlockare ever-present dangers,
and debugging is difficult.
The SIMD (single instruction, multiple data),or data-parallel, model of computa-
tion involves the simultaneous execution ofa single operation on different data items
[50]. This synchronous flavor makes it easier for theprogrammer to conceptualizeA[i,j] = (A[i, j- 1]
+ A[i, j + 1]
+ A[i - 1, j]
+ A[i + 1, j] )
/4;
5
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Figure 1. An example of the 2-dimensional grid representation ofa Jacobi-style prob-
lem space. The communication pattern isa 5-point stencil.
the parallel operations, and to avoid some of problems associated with control paral-
lelism. The SIMD approach is applicable tomany real-world problems in engineering
and the sciences. Environmental modeling, pharmaceutical modeling, oceanographic
simulation, and airfoil problems are just a few examples ofareas with problems that
are amenable to data-parallel treatment.
Before a program can be executed in parallel mode, it must be dividedamong the
processors. In SIMD processing, the data, rather than entire tasks, are distributed
across the processors. The most effective partitioning of the data depends heavily
on the particular problem being solved and the relative speeds of the machines to be
engaged.
In this investigation a class of data-parallel problems thatwe refer to as grid prob-
lems is considered. Such problems may be representedas a 1, 2, or multi-dimensional
grid of data points, whose values change over a number of iterations inresponse to(a)
mom= inummum m om=
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Figure 2. Examples of (a) uniform, (b) non-uniform, and (b) irregulargrids.
the values of some subset of neighboring points. Atmosphericmodeling, thermal con-
duction, and visualization problemsare representatives of this class and are amenable
to iterative methods such as Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi relaxation, and finite difference
or multigrid methods [18, 43, 57]. These problems usually may be represented bya
regular grid, and they exhibit regular communicationpatterns. This proclivity pro-
vides an opportunity to partition the dataso that the number and/or size of required
communications is minimized. Figure 1 depictsa 2-dimensional Jacobi-style problem
space, where the communication pattern is a 5-point stencil. Figure 2 gives examples
of uniform, non-uniform, and irregular grids. Non-uniform gridsmaintain rectangu-
larity, while irregular grids are unstructured [71]. Uniform gridsare assumed for this
research.
There are four standard ways to apportion the data to thephysical processors: by
individual element, by row, by column,or by block. These may be further described
by whether only one of these components is assignedto each processor, or whether
some number are allotted in either contiguous, interleaved, or random fashion. Other,
more exotic partitionings are possible [77], but have more limited applicability.7
Some problems are embarrassingly parallelin that the tasks have littleor no
data dependencies. For these problems there is oftenlittle communication untilre-
sults are finally gathered from theprocessors. Consider, for example, the Mapped
Atmospheric-Plant-Soil System (MAPSS) model of predictingsteady state vegeta-
tion for future climate conditionsas described in [28]. Each site considered by the
model may be processed completely in isolation fromthe others. There are no data
dependencies, and no interprocessor communication isrequired before consolidating
the results at the end of execution.
It is more often the case that dependencies existamong the tasks. These may
be predictable, as with the nearest-neighbor dependenciesin the Jacobi algorithm,
or random as in Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. In Gaussian elimination
with partial pivoting, during the ith iteration therow with the largest element in the
ith column is chosen as the pivotrow. The dependencies are random in the sense
that the order of the pivotrows is not known prior to run time. The communication
patterns of the application often suggest the data decomposition methodthat will
produce the best performance.
1.3Research Contributions
The main motivation for parallel processing is speed. Theheterogeneous workstation
network has certain characteristics thatmay adversely affect its level of performance.
Minimizing execution timemeans minimizing the communication costs as wellas
minimizing computation time. While the obvious solutionto minimizing computa-
tion time is to use a large number ofprocessors, this may actually lead to worse
performance. Performance varies inversely with the numberand size of communi-
cations, so there is a delicate balance between usinga large number of machines to
achieve high computational performance and smallcommunication size, and usinga
small number of machines to limit the number ofinterprocessor communications.8
The goals of this research have been to
1. Determine the partitioning methods that are expected to provide the bestper-
formance when applied to grid problems in network parallel processing;
2. Develop a block decomposition scheme suitable for the heterogeneous environ-
ment;
3. Mathematically characterize communication costs associated with pairing the
different decomposition methods with various communication patterns; and
4. Propose a system that advises the programmer, compiler,user, or runtime sys-
tem regarding the decomposition method expected to yield the best perfor-
mance.
These goals have been achieved. The standard partitioning methods have been
analyzed in the light of the particular needs of grid problems. Block decomposition
techniques suitable for the heterogeneous networked environment have been devel-
oped that preserve rectangularity and generate fewer communications, in the worst
case, than general quadrilateral or near-rectangular methods. The communication
costs of the decomposition methods have been mathematically described basedon
communication pattern, the size of the problem and data items, processor speeds,
and network characteristics. The prototype of a decomposition advisory system has
been developed that uses information regarding the specific applicationprogram, the
speeds of the machines, and the network speed and latency to producea relative
ranking of the decomposition methods expected to produce the best performance.
1.4Significance
The workstation cluster is not a toy parallel architecture suitable onlyas an academic
curiosity. Networks of workstations are currently being used for real applications with9
varying degrees of success [1, 35, 41, 59, 99]. Parallelprocessing in the workstation
network environment is most practical when theproblem size is large and/or the
number and size of communications is small in relationto the computational require-
ments.
The issues explored in this research provide methods forimproving parallel pro-
cessing performance in the heterogeneous workstationnetwork. The analysis tech-
niques developed permit better choices to be made bythe programmer, compiler,
user, or runtime system for data partitioning and load balancing.
The mathematical characterizations of the numberand size of communications
generated by the various data decompositionmethods that I have developedare of
value for task allocation decisions inany message-passing architecture where a cost
is associated with interprocessor communications.I have established boundson the
conditions that must be met for particular partitioningmethods to be practical, and
these are useful for any parallel system.
The block decomposition methods I have developedcan be applied in the homo-
geneous as well as the heterogeneous case. Therefore, these algorithms have broad
applicability across both shared and distributedmemory systems. Their particular
usefulness, however, is in systems that accommodateheterogeneity, such as Data-
parallel C and PVM.
The results of my researchare significant, not only because they will enable better
performance to be obtained for parallel processingon a workstation network but also
because they will providea mathematical basis for comparing data decomposition
methods based on number ofprocessors, problem size, and relative processor speed
in any message-passing distributed environment.10
1.5Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2 previous work done in data decomposition, load balancing,and net-
worked parallel processing is discussed. An overview of network technology isgiven
in Chapter 3. The completely-connected graph model is comparedto other organiza-
tions such as real parallel networks, where multiple connections at each machinemay
physically form a mesh or hypercube. The expected effects ofnew high-speed technol-
ogy such as FDDI, HiPPI, and ATM are discussed. Chapter 4 surveys a collection of
standard data partitioning methods for parallel processing ina distributed memory
environment, and details the storage requirements forany lookup tables necessary
to locate the host processor of an arbitrary data point. An algorithm for binaryre-
cursive block decomposition is given in Chapter 5 along with variants that exhibit
better expected performance under certain circumstances. Mathematical analyses of
communication time costs of the various decomposition methods when appliedto a
number of communication patterns are given in Chapter 6.Chapter 7 describes a
data decomposition advisory system that utilizes the mathematical characterizations
of communication cost established in the previous chapter, and describes the valida-
tion process used to empirically substantiate theaccuracy of the model. Finally in
Chapter 8 the contributions of this researchare summarized and future directions are
outlined. Figure 3 gives the notation we use for the analyses described in remainder
of this thesis.11
A Message handling latency for each communication.
Transmission time in seconds per byte.
C,,Number of communications fromprocessor i in
direction k.
DiTotal number of bytes transmitted ina single
message from processor i to processor j
in direction k.
d Length of the each data item to be transmitted
(i.e., 4 bytes for integer).
E Eastbound communication transmission.
FNumber of header and trailer bytes in the data
transmission frame.
MMaximum data bytes in a transmission packet-the Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) minus the header and trailer bytes.
rnNumber of rows in the grid.
.ArNorthbound communication transmission.
n Number of columns in the grid.
p Number of processors.
SSouthbound communication transmission.
ti Computation time per iteration for processor i.
vpVirtual processor (grid data point).
WExtraordinary wait time due to network contention and
load imbalance.
WWestbound communication transmission.
Figure 3. Notation used to analyze communication time.12
Chapter 2
Related Work
While the research described here focuseson the decomposition of data-parallel prob-
lems that may be represented by a uniform grid, there isa large body of related work
in ancillary areas that is of value when considering load balancing issues.In this
chapter we explore related work done for load balancing in distributedsystems, task
assignment for control-parallel problemspaces, and partitioning methods for data:
parallel problems. In some cases theprocessors are homogeneous while the problem
space is non-uniform or irregular. In other cases the processors may be heterogeneous
while the problem space is uniform. The assignmentor decomposition method may
be static or dynamic. Static assignment allocates tasks toprocessors at compile-time.
Dynamic assignment defers the assignment untilrun time. Some of the previous work
permits process or data migration either at process creation timeor during execu-
tion. When run-time migration is allowed, there must be policies in placeto handle
the acquisition of load information, to decide when to transfer, andto determine
the recipient node [82]. Analyses of load balancing methodsare cited, and previous
work in distributed and parallel computing in the workstation networkenvironment
is mentioned.
The terminology used for data decomposition and load balancing is byno means
standardized. Also, many methods use combinations of various techniquesto improve
performance. Consequently, there have been attempts to classify themany decom-
position and load balancing schemes. Casavant and Kuhl [27]propose a taxonomy13
of general-purpose load distribution systems. They provide botha hierarchical and a
flat view of the issue. Under their hierarchical classification, methodsare identified
as being local or global, static or dynamic, optimal or suboptimal, exactor heuris-
tic, and distributed or non-distributed (referring to the locus ofdecision-making).
The techniques are further categorized according to the algorithmicapproach used
(i.e., exhaustive search, graph theoretic, mathematicalprogramming, or queueing
theoretic). The flat, or non-hierarchical classifications specify whetherthe scheme
is adaptive or non-adaptive, and whether it hasa one-time assignment or dynamic
migration.
Other summaries and taxonomiesare offered by Baumgartner and Wah [12], Ku-
mar et al. [54], Wang and Morris [98], and Zhou [103]. Evaluations of load balancing
success are presented in Rommel [78]. Evidence against the efficacy of process migra-
tion is given in Eager et al. [39], andan argument against load balancing in general
is proposed by Wikstrom et al. [100].
2.1Distributed Systems
Substantial work has been done in the area of load balancing for distributed, rather
than parallel, systems. While parallel processing impliesa coupling of some type
between processes, distributed processing ismore general in that the processes in-
volved might not be related inany way, although they are permitted to be. Common
goals for load balancing in distributed systems include efficientresource management,
acceptable throughput, and high processor utilization.
Static methods of load distribution usuallyassume that the job arrival rates, pro-
cessing requirements of the jobs, and the capabilities of the systemare all known a
priori. Work entering the system is routed according toan algorithm that is often
based on graph theoretic, queueing theoretic, mathematical programming,proba-
bilistic, or heuristic methods.Stankovic [88] proposes a scheduling scheme based14
on heuristics and Bayesian decision theory, with validation of the model is provided
through simulation results. Lo [64] presentsa task assignment algorithm based on
Stone's network flow scheduling technique [91]. Ni and Hwang [68] providean optimal
probabilistic policy and Gao [44] proposesa queueing theoretic method. While static
load balancing techniques are easier to implement [38], they donot adequately ac-
commodate the situation found in the real environment of most distributedsystems.
Baumgartner and Wah [13] mention results that indicate that,even though dynamic
load balancing strategies incur higher overhead, theycan yield superior results.
In the remainder of this section,some of the more prominent dynamic distributed
load balancing techniques are summarized. Insome cases single assignment of a pro-
cess to a node is the only permissible allocation. In others a process may move a
number of times before beginning executionor may migrate during execution. Pro-
cess location policies are often categorized as sender-initiated (overloaded nodes at-
tempt to find lightly loaded processors to whom workmay be sent), receiver-initiated
(underloaded nodes try to find otherprocessors to provide work), and symmetrically-
initiated distribution schemes (both overloaded and underloaded nodes try to find
recipients and providers of workload) [86]. Sender-initiated policiesare also referred
to as source-initiated, and receiver-initiated policies as server-initiated bysome re-
searchers.
Lin and Raghavendra [61] propose a dynamic load balancing scheme (LBC) that
uses as central job dispatcher. Global state information and a single-queue multiserver
model are used to improve average response time and maximizeprocessor utilization.
The system assumed for this method is comprised ofa collection of homogeneous
nodes connected by a network.It is also assumed that at each node there isan
additional microprocessor whose sole responsibility it is to handle the overhead of load
information gathering and load balancing. Therefore computation, communication,15
and load balancing canoccur concurrently. This is a globally-controlled version ofa
symmetrically-initiated algorithm sincea node may act as either a sender or receiver.
An adaptive bidding algorithm that migratesprocesses during execution is pre-
sented by Stankovic and Sidhu [89]. This isa sender-initiated scheme in which an
overloaded processor transmitsa bid request to the other processors. This includes in-
formation regarding the estimatedresource requirements of the process to be moved,
its current state (ready, runningor blocked), priority, and number of times moved.
Candidate recipients assess the needs of the migratingprocess in light of their current
capabilities. A bid that represents that processor'sdesire to host the migrantprocess
is returned to the originatingprocessor. The process is migrated to the node that
returns the best bid.
The drafting algorithm proposed by Ni et al. [69]assumes a networked distributed
system and uses a queueing theoretic approach,as does the LBC policy. This is a
receiver-initiated technique; that is, lightly loadedprocessors send a draft message
to processors believed to have excess workload. Each nodemaintains a table of load
levels at the candidateprocessors (those that have jobs that may be migrated). Loads
are expressed as heavy (H), light (L), or normal (N). This tablemay be somewhat
out of date due to communication delay and the reluctance of thealgorithm to imme-
diately broadcast changes from the H to the Nstate. It is felt that this reduces state
woggling, where slight changes in loadmay cause the state to flip-flop back and forth,
thereby causing instability. The drafting algorithmis a single-migration dynamic
load-balancing method for homogeneous distributedsystems.
Stability is the main focus of the algorithm developed byBryant and Finkel [24].
Some techniques result inprocessor thrashing, where jobs fruitlessly migrate around
the system without being executed. Migration isconstrained to follow the point-to-
point lines in the distributed system, andtemporary monogamous pairings between
neighboring processors are instituted. Aprocessor may be in one of three states:16
idle, pairing, or migration. In the pairing state,an overloaded processors attempts
to locate a willing workload recipient. Once a pair is established, the migration state
is entered. The overloaded processor sendsa list of jobs to be transferred, followed
by the jobs themselves. Simulation results indicate reasonable performanceas well as
stability.
Three sender-initiated load sharing algorithmsare examined by Eager et al.[38].
The random policy transfers jobs from overloadedprocessors to randomly chosen
recipients. The receiving processors may, in turn, transfer the tasks to yet other nodes.
A system limit on the total number of allowable transfers prevent the pathological
case where a job might travel endlessly. The threshold policy probes a randomly
chosen node to find out if it is willing to accepta transferred task.If so, the job is
moved. Otherwise, additional nodes are polled untila system-imposed poll-limit is
reached. In the shortest policy, a number of nodesare polled at once. The one that
admits to the lightest load is chosen.
A clustering algorithm that heuristically groups communicatingprocesses so they
may be assigned to the same processor is proposed by Bowen et al.[23].Their
method is agglomerative rather than divisive in that it begins with individualpro-
cesses and combines them into clusters instead of starting with a collection of all the
processes and dividing it into clusters. They are concerned with load balance as well
as communication cost, and upper and lower bounds are established for acceptable
processor loads. They express the allocation of processes to processors as a quadratic
assignment problem. This differs from the linear assignment problem in that the enti-
ties being assigned are interconnected (by communication requirements) rather than
being independent objects.
Migration is particularly common in receiver-initiated and symmetrically-initiated
distribution schemes [86]. While these schemes have the potential to achievemore ac-
curate load balance, they incur the additional overhead of having to transfer thecorn-17
plete state of the process. Shivaratri and Krueger [83] describesymmetrically-initiated
and sender-initiated global scheduling algorithms. The symmetrically-initiatedalgo-
rithm allows for process migration during execution. Eager et al.[39] give evidence
that there are no conditions under which this type of migration will yieldsubstantially
better performance than good initial-placement schemes.
Chu et al. [34] address the saturation effect thatoccurs when the number of pro-
cessors reaches a threshold beyond which communication cost overshadows thesav-
ings in computational time. They relyon graph-theoretic and integer programming
approaches to the problem. Because they include the cost of intermodulecommuni-
cation, their work also applies to control-parallel processing.
Load balancing of processes inan Ethernet-connected environment is studied by
Schaar et al. [80]. They use analysis and simulation to quantify the effect ofcommuni-
cation delay in networked situations. Sender-initiated and receiver-initiatedmethods
are considered.
Other load sharing and balancing schemes for distributedsystems that permit
process migration after the process has begun execution include Leland and Ott [58],
Ma et al. [65], Stone and Bokhari [92], and Suen and Wong [94].
2.2Control-Parallel Processing
As in distributed scheduling, a number of methodsmay be utilized alone or in com-
bination when trying to apportion the tasks ofa control-parallel problem across the
participating processors.Graph theoretic, queueing theoretic, mathematicalpro-
gramming, and heuristic methods are justsome of the techniques used.
Chaudhary and Aggarwal [32]propose a method that combines graph theoret-
ics, mathematical programming and heuristics to providea generalized scheme for
mapping parallel algorithms onto multicomputers. A graphical representation ofthe
algorithm is mapped to a graph that depicts the topology of the parallel machine18
by means of an extended host graph. Objective functionsare used to estimate the
optimality of the mapping. Interprocessor communication is takeninto consideration
in this static scheme. Both simulation and actual testing have confirmedthe value of
this technique.
The gradient model of Lin and Keller [60] isa receiver-initiated dynamic method
of load balancing on multicomputers. It is assumed thata program spawns additional
tasks, which in turn spawn even more tasks. These tasksmust be spread throughout
the system to avoid overload at the parent node. Each node interactsonly with its
physically immediate neighbors, balancing the load only within itsown neighborhood.
Global balance occurs through propagation,as the neighbors of a given node inter-
act with their neighbors, and so on. Load balancing begins whenan under-utilized
node requests work from its surrounding nodes. Interprocessorcommunication is not
considered, but the gradient model may be enhanced to accommodateheterogeneous
processors.
Kale's scheme for dynamic, distributed load balancing for control parallelprocess-
ing called Contracting Within Neighborhood (CWN) [52] relieson local information
to determine the system load. Each processor piggy-backs its load informationonto
regular communication packets with neighboringprocessors. When processes are cre-
ated, a goal message is immediately sent to the least loaded neighbor.Each goal
message has a hop count that keeps track of the number of hops it has traveled
from its source. When the hop count equals the allowed radius of theneighborhood,
the receiving processor accepts the newly createdprocess. If, however, a processor's
neighbors are all more heavily loaded than itself and themessage has traveled at least
a minimum number of hops, the current processor accepts the task. Once theprocess
is accepted, it is no longer eligible for migration. Whileunnecessary message hops
may occur, this method has been reported to consistently perform better than the
gradient model of load balancing.19
The CWN technique has been improved by Shuand Kale [84] by varying the
minimum and maximum number of hops thata goal message must migrate before
acceptance to reflect the system state. It also redistributesprocesses to correct load
imbalance by movingprocesses that have already been migrated and accepted. This
Adaptive Contracting Within Neighborhood (ACWN)method is not only dynamic,
but also adaptive, and performs generally betterthan CWN.
Saletore [79] proposes a neighborhood averagingstrategy that builds on ACWN.
Neighborhood averaging concentrateson when, how, and how quickly to balance
loads. If the decision is made to load balance,a sender-initiated method is used. The
individual processors calculate theaverage load of the neighborhood. If a processor's
load is higher than theaverage, it seeks to off-load work. Neighborhood averaging
performs better than both CWN and ACWN.
To avoid the difficulties that arise in purely localizedor centralized load balanc-
ing schemes, Ahmad and Ghafoor [3] have developeda semi-distributed policy for
massively parallel computer systems. The term massivelyparallel generally refers to
any parallel computer with more than 1,000 nodes [3]. The system is divided intoa
collection of spheres, each of which containsa single scheduler whose job it is to bal-
ance the load within that sphere. The scheduler also keeps track of load information
and handles load exchanges with other spheres. Thisstrategy is equally applicable
to distributed systems.
Bokhari [21] uses Stone's network flow algorithm [91]to offer a sum-bottleneck
path algorithm for efficiently assigning the modules ofa control-parallel problem to
the processors of a multicomputer. This scheme includesan optimal solution for a
number of single-host, multiple-satellite system problems,even though the general
case is known to be equivalent to either the NP-complete graph partitioning problem
or the multiprocessor scheduling problem [21].20
The heuristic MCA (module clustering algorithm)and MRA (module reassign-
ment algorithm) of Efe [40] assigns the tasks ofa control-parallel problem to a collec-
tion of homogeneous processors ina way the minimizes interprocessor communication
and improves load balance. Since these two goalsare often in conflict, the algorithm
begins with an assignment that results in the leastcommunication using the MCA
algorithm, then iterates using the MRA algorithmuntil the solution converges toa
balanced load. Load balance is gauged byqueue length and this method is suitable
for both parallel and distributed processing.
Gang scheduling is a method for requiringa set of threads to be executed simul-
taneously across a number ofprocessors. In this scheme Feitelson and Rudolph [42]
describe a system that coordinates context switchingacross multiple processors to
assure that sets of tasks (a gang) all execute at the same time. This requires that the
number of tasks (threads) ina gang be less than or equal to the number of available
processors, and hardware support is needed to give the interactions sufficient speed.
The rationale behind gang scheduling is that there existtasks that have sufficient
interaction so that, if they do notrun at the same time, excess wait time is incurred
by processors who reach the synchronization point first.Instead of blocking at an
interaction point, busy waitingmay be used instead, since it is known that the other
participant to the communication is also currently running.This scheduling tech-
nique has been designed for, and testedon, a shared memory machine. However, its
authors purport that it is equally usefulon distributed memory architectures.
In the SOS (Synthesis Of Systems) approach of Prakashand Parker [74] Mixed
Integer-Linear Programming (MILP) is used to addressscheduling in a heteroge-
neous multiprocessor system. They consider a system that contains differenttypes of
processors, different processing components, and different connectivities. Their envi-
ronment could include vector processors, SIMDprocessors, MIMD machines, special
purpose computers, and data-flow machines. SOS specifically addresses heterogeneity21
that arises from differing functionalityamong the processors and differing processor
speeds.
A compile-time heuristic scheduling technique, dynamiclevel scheduling, is pro-
posed by Sih and Lee [85]. Interprocessor communicationcost is seen as the major
impediment to parallel processing performance, and theyassume the presence of ded-
icated hardware that permits the overlap of communication andcomputation. The
environment this system addresses is heterogeneous andmay have an irregular connec-
tion structure. The goal is to minimize the makespan,or schedule length, including
all the overhead incurred by interprocessor communication.Since this problem is
NP-complete, they rely on heuristics.
Markatos and LeBlanc [66] deal with load balancing ina shared memory multi-
processor environment. They determine that locality is more important than load
balance. That is, given a choice between good balance of loadon the processors and
locating a process close to its data, performance is better in the latter situation.They
consider three assignment policies: Load Balancing, Memory-ConsciousScheduling
no Migration, and Memory-Conscious Scheduling. The first examines performance
under good load balance only, the second considers performance with localityof data
only, and the third assumes both. Results using simulation indicatethat performance
is best when locality is first maximized followed by load balancingconsiderations.
A probabilistic method for scheduling task forces, calledwave scheduling, is pro-
posed by Van Tilborg and Wittie [97]. A task force is the collectionof cooperating
tasks that constitute a control-parallelprogram. The method is static: that is, it
is assumed that all the tasksare known prior to scheduling. A hierarchical virtual
machine is envisioned, regardless of the actual underlying machinetopology, so that
the root and interior nodes actas managers (task force masters). The leaves of the
tree actually perform the work of the tasks. The task force mastersare responsible
for making sure that enough nodesare available to handle the workload assigned to22
the subtree. When a task force enters the hierarchy, it is moved downor up the tree,
depending on whether it can or cannot be handled by the current task master. Eval-
uating the performance of this task scheduling method is by mathematical analysis
only.
Various other load balancing schemes for control-parallel processingare offered by
Lo [63] and Willebeek-LeMair and Reeves [101].
2.3Data-Parallel Processing
The partitioning of data-parallel or SIMD problems for distributedor multicomputer
systems has recently generated interest. These architectures have more general appli-
cability than processor arrays and are widely available. Queueing theoretic approaches
are not deemed to be suitable, since in this computational paradigm the concern is
with the assignment of data points, not entire processes. Graph theoretic methods
also do not apply since all processes are assumed to be running synchronously.
Partitioning may be done statically or dynamically. When data pointsare dynam-
ically assigned, the current state of the system may be considered when partitioning
the problem space. Usually there is a single mapping of grid points toprocessors, but
schemes for data point migration during execution have been proposed.
The problem of statically mapping SIMD problems onto processorarrays is ex-
amined by Bokhari [20]. Partitioning is accomplished bya combination of heuristic
and probabilistic decisions. The efficiency of the method has been demonstratedon
the finite element machine (FEM) at NASA Langley Research Center.
A static method for problem space decomposition for data-parallel applications is
presented by Gupta and Banerjee [47]. A multicomputer of homogeneousprocessors
is the target system. The critical issue they address is predicting communication
costs that will be incurred. They estimate communication time to bea function of
the array sizes and the number of participatingprocessors.It is their belief that23
Figure 4. An example of mappinga 10 x 10 grid to a 3 x 3 mesh using the technique
proposed by Snyder and Socha.
partitioning is the most challenging issue in effectivelyexploiting the parallelism in
an application.
Snyder and Socha [87]propose a static method for mapping a two-dimensional grid
of size I x J to a K x Karray of processors in a way that maintains load balance,
near-rectangularity, and bulk. Theyassume that the processors are homogeneous
and the problem space is uniform with updatedvalues relying on the values froma
subset of nearest neighbors. A problemspace represented as a uniform grid implies
that all data points have exactly thesame operations performed on them. In this
domain with homogeneousprocessors, load balance demands that all processors be
assigned an equal number of data points. Since this isnot possible, given the grid and
processor array dimensions, the partitioning algorithm minimizes thenecessary load
imbalance. The resulting partitioning is near-rectangularin that a maximum of two
jogs is permitted along each boundary (a jog isa deviation from a straight line). The
decomposition is bulky in that hasa near-maximum ratio of interior to exterior data
points. The goal here is to minimize the number ofdata points on the boundaries,
thereby minimizing the amount of data thatmust be exchanged between processors.
An example of this partitioning is given in Figure4.24
An interactive tool to help theprogrammer partition a uniform data-parallel prob-
lem space across homogeneousprocessors is proposed by Balasundaram et al. [9]. The
programmer specifies the desired decomposition of the datastructures and the tool
provides feedback on the expected performance ofthe partitioning. This allowsex-
perimentation with various decompositionsto find the one that is expected to yield
the best response time.
Automatic data partitioning bya parallelizing compiler is suggested by Gupta and
Banerjee [48]. A constraint-based approach is usedin which the compiler analyzes
each loop and identifies constraintson the distribution of the data. The compiler
assigns quality measures with each constraint andfinally combines the constraints
for each data structure to minimize overallexecution time. Two kinds of constraints
are used: parallelization and communication. It is assumed that all loopbounds and
the probabilities of executing conditional branchesare known to the compiler. This
information must be supplied by theprogrammer.
Automatic array alignment for either distributedmemory or non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) shared memory machines is addressed by Chatterjee et al.in [29].
They identify three classes of communication:nearest-neighbor, tree (e.g., reduction),
and unstructured (e.g., transpose). Communicationsare further classified as intrinsic
(arising from operations that require datamovement as part of the operation)or
residual (the communication is necessitated by non-localdata references). This work
is extended in [30] where the Alignment-DistributionGraph (ADG) is described. This
graph is used to model residual communication. Thistool is used again in [31] where
algorithms are presented to determine good mobilealignments. Mobile alignments
are those that may be a function of the loop variable.
Nicol and Saltz [70] examine grid problems withvarying resource demands. That
is, the computational work associated with each gridpoint may change duringexe-
cution of the program. Their approach permitsremapping, or data point migration25
during execution as the computational needs of the gridpoints change. A stop at rise
(SAR) policy is used in which the data is remappedwhenever a local minimum ina
predetermined degradation function is detected. Simulationsare used to show that
SAR consistently improves performanceover the option of not remapping. Nicol and
Reynolds [72] identify a large class of problems characterizedby a sequence of phases,
each of which requires a different data decomposition forefficient performance. Is-
sues considered are identifying a phase shift, deciding when toremap, and the most
promising partitioning to use.
Partitioning non-uniform or irregular gridsacross homogeneous processors has
been considered by a number ofsources. Berger and Bokhari [17] propose a binary
decomposition where the number ofprocessors is a power-of-2. Their method pre-
serves rectangularity, thereby avoiding the need for large data structuresto keep
track of the home processor of each data point. While theydirectly address only
static partitioning where there isa priori knowledge regarding the problem domain,
they mention that dynamic rebalancingcan be done without completely repartition-
ing the grid. It is this work that inspired the Binary RecursiveBlock Decomposition
algorithm for heterogeneous processors that is presented in Chapter5. Bokhari et al.
[22] have recently proposeda parametric binary dissection method for partitioning
non-uniform domains across homogeneousprocessors. The main consideration is the
trade-off of load imbalance with communication costs incurred by theshape used to
correctly apportion the load.
Stencil communication patterns and partitionings for grid problemsare examined
by Reed et al. [77]. They show that nonstandard partitions(e.g., hexagons) may yield
lower communication cost than usualsquare partitions. They formalize a relationship
between shape, stencil structure, and machine architecture.
Nicol [71] examines the decomposition of irregular grids into perfectlyrectilinear
partitions to facilitate their mapping to mesh networks. The partitioningis static26
(i.e., done at compile time) and interprocessor communicationcost is considered.
New algorithms for one and two-dimensional problemspaces are proposed, and it is
shown that the three-dimensional grid partitioning problem is NP-complete.
The N4-partitioning strategy of Hinz [51] distorts the block decomposition ofa
problem space to accommodate irregularor non-uniform grids. He cites the work
of Baden [8] to support the thesis that load imbalance, rather than the partitioning
strategy or communication cost, is responsible for the majority of the incurredover-
head. This is contrary to prevailing opinion, which holds that communicationcosts
may be the single most important factor that limits parallel performance in both mul-
ticomputers and multiprocessors [17, 19, 20, 33, 48, 49, 63, 92]. While the N4 general
quadrilateral affords a finer-grained load balance than those methods thatpreserve
rectangularity, a greater number of communications betweenprocessors is generated
in the worst case. This partitioning method is examined further in Chapter 5.
Belkhale and Banerjee [15] propose two dynamic recursive partitioning schemes for
a non-homogeneous grid problem space. The slice partitioning technique divides the
domain into vertical slices so that each section has approximately thesame number
of points. The rectangular method first divides the domainacross the x direction into
slices with about the same number of grid points, thenacross the y dimension into
regions containing approximately the same number of points. Pointsmay be added
to or deleted from the problem space during execution. The algorithms have been
demonstrated on a hypercube architecture.
Additional exploration of unstructured grids has been performed by Williams
[102].
The probability of load balancingsuccess (PLBS) in a homogeneous distributed
or multicomputer environment is addressed by Rommel [78]. The mechanics of load
balancing may actually reduce performance. The cost of local processingto determine
when and with whom to balance, the possibility ofprocessor thrashing, and delays27
induced by network overhead may increaseresponse time more than accurate load
balance may save.
2.4Analysis of Load Balancing Systems
Since load balance is of critical importance to the performance of paralleland dis-
tributed systems, numerous comparisons and analyses have beenpublished on the
various techniques. Kumar et al.[54] investigate scalable load balancing techniques
for parallel processing. Their analysis includes the impact of load balancingon hyper-
cube, mesh, and homogeneous workstation cluster topologies forindependent tasks.
The scalability analysis presented heremay be used to determine the efficacy of us-
ing additional workstations for solvinga particular problem. However, they do not
consider interprocessor communication.
Leland and Ott [58] attempt to quantify the benefits attainable from initialplace-
ment and migratory techniques in loosely-coupled homogeneous systems. Their find-
ings indicate that judicial initial placement aloneor process migration alone provides
better performance than no attempts at load balancing. If initial placementis com-
bined with migration, a greater benefit is realized.
A performance evaluation approach is presented by Ahmad et al. [2]. Theyuse a
combination of simulation, statistics, and analytical modeling, and take intoaccount
a large number of system parameters that can affect performance.Their unified
approach allows a number of load balancing strategies to be comparedon common
ground. They analyze a collection of sender-initiated schemes.
Zhou [103] simulates seven different dynamic load balancing algorithmsto ex-
amine their behavior. In (1) global balancing the load information of each nodeis
periodically sent to a designated host who then broadcasts the loadvector to all par-
ticipants. (2) Distributed balancing permits each node to broadcast itsstatus to the
others directly. In these two schemes, the load balancing decisionsare done locally.28
The (3) central algorithmserves as a central scheduler and directs the load balancing
action. (4) Random load balancinguses only local load information and sends excess
work to a randomly selected node. With (5) thresholdpolicies a probe limit is used
that establishes the maximum number of nodesthat will be polled when attempting
to find a willing workload recipient. Algorithms thatuse a (6) lowest load algorithm
poll a set number of processors and send theexcess work to the one with the smallest
workload. The (7) reserve algorithm isa receiver-initiated method. When a job com-
pletes, or leaves for anyreason, the node checks its own load situation. If its load is
below some threshold, it makesa reservation at more highly loaded nodes for future
work. When one of the overloaded nodes receivesanother job, it pops its stack of
reservations and sends it to the node with the mostrecent reservation. The environ-
ment assumed for this analysis is a homogeneous distributedsystem. The findings
include evidence for improved performance dueto load balancing over a wide range
of conditions. The results indicate that initialplacement algorithms performpoorer
in receiver-initiated systems, large jobs benefit themost from load balancing, while
small jobs do not suffer, and load balancing hasa beneficial effect on the performance
of every node.
2.5Workstation Clusters
Computer clusters, especially networks of workstations,have become increasingly
important as both distributed and parallel systems.Distributed processing is easily
implemented on workstation clusters with the aid of distributedoperating systems
and standard network protocols. In this environmentprocesses may be created by a
user at one node, but actually executed on another,more lightly loaded processor.
In most cases work is assigned to remoteprocessors (nodes other than the one that
originated the process) onlyas long as the registered owner of the remote machine is
not currently using the machine.29
The Stealth distributed scheduler of Krueger and Chawla [53] departs fromtradi-
tional workstation schedulers in that foreignprocesses (those processes not owned by
the owner of a workstation) are not automatically pre-empted when theowner is using
the machine. Rather, a priorityresource allocation is used so that the workstation
owner's processes get the CPU time they would expect froma dedicated machine,
with the foreign process using otherwise useless cycles. The testbed usedto gather
empirical results was a network of 199 Sun workstations and 18 Sun fileservers. Files
were NFS mounted and the 4.3BSD UNIX operating system supporting only remote
procedure call (RPC) and remote shell (rsh)was used. They found that the average
unused workstation capacity was 91%, and they tout Stealthas a promising method
for utilizing a large portion of this unusedpower.
Barak and Shiloh [11] present a migratory load balancing policy fora network of
independent workstations. They claim that their method is stable: that is, it inhibits
processor thrashing. They assume a completely connected collection of homogeneous
nodes and complete ignorance regarding the expected execution time of theprocesses
involved. A probabilistic load exchange algorithm is usedso that each node has infor-
mation regarding the load status of some subset of theprocessors which is sufficient
to determine when load balancing is necessary and the identities of the nodes that
need to engage in balancing.
For distributed processing in a homogeneous workstation network witha network
file system (NFS), Kunz [55] showed that the best single workload description is the
number of tasks in the run queue. This, of course, ignores the possibility of interpro-
cessor communication and widely varying execution times among the processes.
Cheung and Reeves [33] examine some of the issues peculiar to parallelcom-
puting on a heterogeneous workstation cluster.They consider the main concerns
in this environment to be network latency,processor selection, and load balancing.
A performance estimation method and performance metricare proposed to address30
the processor selection and load balancing issues. Because of the highcosts associ-
ated with network latency, they contend that the network cluster is suitable only for
problems with statically predictable communication patterns. These communications
may be prescheduled. A data prefetch option should be available to take advantage
of prescheduling and to help offset themessage preparation overhead. Their perfor-
mance prediction scheme relies on a computational equivalence metric, which is the
cost, in terms of arithmetic operations, of executing a parallel operationon some
data structure. Using this metric, the execution time ofan entire algorithm may be
estimated for a given architecture. Their load balancing scheme takes the heteroge-
neous nature of the cluster machines into account, but not the multiuser system load.
They propose static partitioning only, and the sole decomposition pattern available
is a contiguous rectangular block assignment.
Excessive parallelism is the concern of Pekergin [73]. Empirical results show that,
while transmission time may safely be ignored for interprocessor communication ina
token ring environment, message handling latency is the critical overhead factor. The
aim is to estimate speedup and the optimum degree of parallelism allowable fora given
algorithm. Their model assumes a MIMD problemspace and round-robin scheduling
of tasks.While the model used is overly simple, it is expected to be expandable
and adaptable to become more useful in determining the value of exploiting all the
available parallelism in an application.
Atallah et al. [7] use co-scheduling or gang scheduling in conjunction with gleaning
idle cycles on a network of workstations to solve computationally intensive tasks
in parallel.They consider interprocessor communication overheads andassume a
data-parallel problem space.Their work focuses on homogeneousprocessors, but
they extrapolate to the heterogeneous environment. Their mainconcern is effective
resource management in a distributed computing environment.10/12 20/15
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Figure 5. The ripple effect in Dataparallel C. In (a) eachprocessor is marked with the
number of processes it has and the number of processes it should have (i.e.,processor
0 has 10 and should have 5). (b) shows the necessary data movement to achieve the
correct balance, which is shown in (c).
The Dataparallel C programming language and environment for parallelprocess-
ing on a cluster of heterogeneous workstations has been presented by NedeljkoviC and
Quinn [67]. This permits parallel programming ina relatively high-level language (a
variant of C) while making all communications transparent to theprogrammer. They
include a scheme for dynamic load balancing with data migration. Theyassume a
data-parallel problem space and allow the programmer to choose the decomposition
method that best suits the particular application. At communication points thepar-
ticipating machines exchange load information and, when it becomes apparent that
a load imbalance exists that is severe enough to justify the overhead incurred by mi-
gration, data points are rippled through the network. Figure 5 showsan example of
data movement in this system.32
The PARFORM [26] is specifically targeted for the high-performanceworkstation
environment with Ethernet connections. Message passing is handled using TCPand
Berkeley sockets. It provides task placement according to actualcurrent load of the
workstations. Provisions for dynamic load balancingare included in the PARFORM,
and UNIX kernel variables are scanned periodically to check the loadsituation on the
various machines. A heuristic is used to optimize the size and number ofsubtasks
to be performed given the current network load, but the possible variancein the
computational speeds of the machines is not considered.
PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) is not specifically targeted for theworkstation
environment, but lends itself to a number of different architectures andnetworks
[14, 45]. PVM is a message passing extensionto C or FORTRAN, and has no load
balancing facilities. The system is completely ignorant of the relative speedsand
current workloads of the available machines. The user, however,may request specific
machines or architectures [46]. Since communication is by explicit message-passing
written into the code, the programmer is charged with the responsibility of data
partitioning or task allocation. PVM may be usedas a vehicle for either SIMD or
MIMD programming. While PVM providesa great deal of flexibility, it leaves the
low-level problem space decomposition work to theprogrammer.
While prior work addresses some of the issues that arise in the heterogeneouspar-
allel network, none does so adequately. The particular sensitivity of thisenvironment
to network speed limitations and message preparation latency increases the necessity
for scrupulous data partitioning.Previous exploration of data decompositioncon-
siders homogeneous processors rather thana heterogeneous, multi-user environment.
Therefore, load balancing for differingprocessor speeds is ignored. The existing mod-
els of networked parallel computing do not consider the issue of determiningthe most
promising data decomposition techniques. Theyassume either a single decomposition
method [33], or rely on directives of theprogrammer [67]. The issue of partitioning33
scheme selection, in conjunction with load balancing, for the parallel network isex-
amined and resolved in this thesis.34
Chapter 3
Network Considerations
Network technology has consistently lagged behind the advancements madein mi-
croprocessor speeds. The emerging interest in connectivity for the Information Su-
perhighway and the national High Performance Communication and Computation
(HPCC) initiative has lent impetus to improving the speeds of network connections
and the protocols necessary for packetizing,message routing, and addressing.
In this chapter a brief overview of some traditional and emerging network tech-
nologies is given.Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI, HiPPI, and ATMare described.
Multiple network connections are also explored. These Multi-Net configurations of-
fer the possibility of less bandwidth contention than is found ina single network
situation.
3.1Ethernet
Ethernet networks have been extremely popularover the years. First introduced by
Xerox PARC in 1976, Ethernet connections offera transfer rate of 10 Mbps [95]. The
term Ethernet is often misused to indicate the Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with
Collision Resolution (CSMA/CD) network protocol that is typically used with this
medium [96]. Strictly speaking, Ethernet refers to the etheror cable that is used for
the connection. The cable has two forms: thick Ethernet and thin Ethernet. The
thick-net has tap points every 2.5 meters and thin-netuses T-junctions rather than
taps. Thin-net, however, can only run for short distances.35
With the CSMA/CD protocol, all nodeson the network monitor the cable for
a carrier (i.e., a transmission), and when a node wishes to transmit amessage, it
listens to determine if another transmission is alreadyon the wire.If so, it aborts,
waits a random period of time, and tries again. Ifno other transmission is detected,
it begins sending the message while still monitoring the cable.If the message it
hears is something other than theone it sent, a collision has occurred. In this event
transmission is halted, and a binary exponential backoff heuristic is usedto determine
the amount of time each node should wait before attempting retransmission.If all
transmitters of the colliding messages waited thesame amount of time, they would
retransmit at the same time again, thereby producing another collision. Each of the
colliding nodes sets a local variable, waits that amount of time, and the valueis
doubled for each recurring collision.
Ethernet is one of the most popular connections found in LANs. It is inexpensive
and numerous transport protocols are compatible with this technology.
The analysis described in the following chaptersassumes an Ethernet technology
with a CSMA/CD network protocol.This is, however, one of the most difficult
network configurations for which to predict transmission time because of contention
and collision resolution activity [69].
3.2Token Ring
The oldest and most popular of the ring technologies is the Token Ring thatwas first
defined in 1972 [95]. To handle the problem of contention for the network,a token
(typically an 8-bit pattern) is circulated around the ring whenno transmissions are
on the wire.
If a node wants to send a message, it must first seize the token andremove it from
the ring. To do this, the node inverts the last bit in the pattern, which changes it into
a connector. The message to be transmitted is placed on the network immediately36
after the connector.This effectively eliminates collisions. When themessage has
propagated around the ring, the senderremoves it and replaces the token.
A typical speed for the Token Ring is 16 Mbps. Some studieshave shown that
token-ring transmission rates consistently remain above 70%or 80% of peak even
with 100 workstations all communicating with each other with packetsizes of up to
2000 bits. In the token ring environment, the high throughput indicatesthat mes-
sage handling latency, not transmission time, is the critical factor in communication
overhead [73].
3.3Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) offers higher transmissionrates than were
available in traditional Ethernet or Token Ring networks. FDDI iscurrently defined
to transfer data at 100 Mbps over distancesup to 200 km. FDDI is usually set up
as a token ring LAN with two fiber rings: one transmitting clockwise and the other
transmitting counterclockwise. Nodes may connect toone or both rings, with the
latter being the more expensive configuration [96]. While fiber is the usualmedium,
the definition of FDDI may be extended to includecopper, since these speeds can be
accommodated by copper technology [5].
Discussion is underway to scale up FDDI to bea Gbps network and FDDI-2
provides support for isochronous data (data that must be delivered in regularamounts
at regular time intervals) [5].
FDDI is attractive for LAN connections because of both its highspeed transfer
rate (relative to Ethernet and Token Ring) and its declining cost.
3.4High Performance Parallel Interface (HiPPI)
The High Performance Parallel Interface (HiPPI) protocolwas originally defined for
peripheral interfaces, but is now being used for high data-transferrates in LANs.37
HiPPI is an I/O channel capable of transmitting 800 Mbps witha bus width of 32
bits, and 1.6 Gbps with a 64 bit bus width. While itwas originally intended as a
point-to-point channel between the CPU and its peripherals, it isnow commonly used
between CPUs.
The HiPPI protocol is concerned mainly with the physical layer, leavingtransport
considerations unaddressed. Some feel that existing protocolscan be modified to fit
the need.Others believe that new, lightweight protocols thatcan be realized in
silicon will be necessary to avoid the software bottleneck. Lightweight protocols have
fewer protocol layers than the standard ISO/OSIseven layer model. They include
multicasting capability and support for fixed header/trailer encapsulations [81]. One
such candidate protocol is the Xpress Transfer Protocol (XTP). While this has been
designed to be an on-chip protocol, it has,so far, been utilized only in software [93].
Fiber optic versions of HiPPI are emerging, but itwas originally meant to utilize
large bundles of cooper wires over a short 25 meterrun. Recently HiPPI extenders
have become available to avoid the distance limitation. Distancesup to 15 km may be
available if standard parallel HiPPI signals are converted to serial fiber optic signals
[6].
HiPPI is still relatively expensive, and therefore in limiteduse for LAN connec-
tions.
3.5Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) isa packetizing and switching protocol that
provides a common format for both the bursty high-speed transmissions of datacom-
munications and typical telephone traffic [56]. The packet specified by ATM is called
a cell and it contains 53 bytes: 5 bytes for the header, and 48 bytes for data. While
this incurs additional overhead for pure data transmissions, it enables thesame tech-
nology to be used for data, voice, and video service.38
While some of the other communications technologies specify transmissionrates,
ATM is scalable. The standard defines only the 53 byte cell, not the transmission
speed. Therefore, ATM is usable on networks with vastly different speeds.Virtual
networking is used to route cells between two ATM switches. ATM is connection
oriented in that every cell in a transmission travelsover the same route.
In an ATM LAN, a centralized switch hasa dedicated connection for each node.
When a message is sent to the switch, it is routed to the destination indicated by the
header. Each node has exclusive access to its port in the switch, thereby reducing
contention considerations that occur when a shared medium is usedas in Ethernet,
Token Ring, or FDDI.
ATM is still an emerging technology. However, it is already been popularized by
its promise of providing a common technique for transmittinga full range of multi-
media information.
3.6Switched Networks
The new high speed switch technologies presenta topology that may almost be con-
sidered to be a completely connected network. Ina completely connected network p/2
communications can occur simultaneously. The ATM switch mentioned previously is
an example of this technology. Each node has a dedicated connection to the switch,
which provides high speed routing of messages to the other nodes (see Figure 6).
The problems of network contention will be greatly reduced, although not entirely
eradicated. Contention will still occur when multiple nodes attempt to communicate
with a single node or when multiple users generate non-related network traffic. Even
without completely eliminating this problem, the reduction in traffic and the high
speed of the switch are expected to provide performance close to that ofa completely
connected network. The overhead of message preparation latency still remains, how-
ever, and must be addressed by advances in transport protocol technology.MI
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Figure 6. A switched network where the switchmay be a crossbar or a high bandwidth
connector.
3.7Multi-Net Configurations
Multiple network connectionscan increase message throughput by reducing network
contention. Typically the routing protocol is implemented in softwarerather than
hardware, and network selectioncan be established either statically or dynamically.
In static routing, a table is established that indicates thenetwork to use between
two specific host machines. In dynamic routing, daemonprocesses broadcast their
availability to act as routers to specific hosts [95].
There are limits on the number of network connectionsa host machine can accom-
modate. That limit on older Sun workstations, for example, is3. Other machines may
be able to handle more. Ifwe assume a sufficient number of connections and a routing
protocol that permits flexible path selection, multiplemessages can be transmitted
concurrently, thereby increasing throughput.(a) (b)
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Figure 7. Multiple network connections. (a) A ring with two networks. (b)A ring of
rings.
We will consider two separate situations where each workstationis connected to
multiple networks:
1. All workstations are connected to thesame multiple networks, and
2. Workstations may be connected to different multiple networks.
Figure 7(a) shows the first situation, and Figure 7(b) givesan example of the second.
Network contention is an important issue inany message-passing system.It is
particularly critical in a synchronous environment whena number of cooperating
processes concurrently try to transmit data over the physical medium. When a sin-
gle network is used, only oneprocess is usually the bus master. That is, only one
message can be transmitted over the physical medium at any given time. Thiscauses
processors to idle while waiting for the resource.
The availability of multiple networks allows concurrent transmission, whichin-
creases throughput by decreasing time spent waiting for network resources.The
extent of concurrency depends on the routing protocol of the system. If, for example,
k paths are available for transmittingp messages of d bytes each, then instead of a
transmission time of pdr, the concurrent transmission time is (pdr) /k, wherer is the
bandwidth expressed as secondsper byte.41
Now consider the situation where the machines are connected to different net-
works. Figure 7(b) shows one such topology, a ring of rings. But the possibilitiesare
legion. This situation is not uncommon. A parallelprogram running on the Com-
puter Science research Suns and the Oceanography IBM RS/6000s executes across
two separate networks, and the internetworking is transparent to the user. In fact,
Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs)are all con-
structed as networks of subnetworks.
While a single virtual network is formed when executingacross multiple networks,
each sub-network can be considered to be a sphere and one machineon each sub-
network may be designated as the central control point for that sphere [4].If the
problem space can be decomposed in a way that limits most communications and load
balancing to the local sphere, the additional cost associated with gateway crossings
can be avoided, and communication may proceed concurrently for each subnetwork.
The linear, ring, and spine topologies are some of the most common single network
LAN configurations [95]. These, however, are not designed for high performancepar-
allel computing. While any topology can be simulated on these configurations through
the use of a communication mechanism like the socket interface, actual transmission
time is influenced by contention for the single physical network.
With the availability of multiple networks, machines can be connected intosome
of the more traditional multicomputer topologies suchas hypercube or mesh.In
the following discussion the additional cost of crossing gateways is ignored, but it
is important to realize that some additional communication time is incurred when
moving between networks.
A k-dimensional hypercube topology can be constructed from 2k workstations.
Figure 8 shows this configuration with 8 machines using 6 networks and 3connec-42
Figure 8. A 3-dimensional hypercube formed from 8 workstations and6 networks.
The 6 networks are (0,1,3,2), (0,1,5,4), (0,2,6,4), (1,3,7,5), (2,3,7,6),(4,5,7,6).
tions on each machine. A broadcast of d bytes fromone to all on the hypercube
configuration can be done in time
(A + dr)log2p (3.1)
instead of the single-network time of
(p1)(A + dr) (3.2)
where (p > 8) is the number of processors, A is themessage passing latency, and
T is the bandwidth expressed as seconds per byte. Similar savings can be realized
for reduction operations.Note that the cube-connected workstation network does
not necessarily inherit all the characteristics of the traditional hypercube. The 3-
dimensional cube in Figure 8 requires 6 networksas opposed to 12 connecting wires in
the hypercube, and the diameter of the network is reduced to 2 instead of k. Thetrue
hypercube, however, is capable of transmitting 2kmessages at any given time, while
the cube-connected network is constrained to the number of individualnetworks (e.g.,
6 for a three-dimensional cube). Like the traditional hypercube, the cube-connected
network is not easily scalable sincean increase in the number of machines requires
that an entire additional dimension be added (i.e., going from 8to 16 machines).43
The 2-dimensional mesh is another possible topology for the workstation cluster.
An k x k mesh may be constructed from k2 workstations and 2k networks. The time
on the workstation mesh for a broadcast communication is
2(k1)(A + dr) (3.3)
rather than the single-network time of
(k21)(A + dr) (3.4)
As in the cube-connected topology, the workstation network configured in thismanner
does not necessarily inherit the characteristics indigenous to the traditional multicom-
puter mesh. For example, there may be k2 concurrent communications in a traditional
mesh, but only 2k are permitted in the network version of this topology.
Other topologies such as the shuffle-exchange network, pyramid, and hypertree
can be constructed, as can a ring of rings, a ring of cubes, a cube of meshes, and so
on.
Routing protocols provide a service that establishes thenecessary path for a mes-
sage at the time it is generated.This means that the number of hops (gateway
crossings) between 2 communicating processors may largely be ignored. Note that
the maximum hops in the k-dimensional cube-connected workstation network is 2,as
opposed to k in the traditional hypercube. The maximum hops inan k x k worksta-
tion mesh is 2, rather than 2(k1) in a multicomputer mesh. Even though there is
some cost associated with network crossings, the number of crossings is modest.
There is one other possibility that deserves consideration: the completely connected
graph model.In this topology, one network is required for every machine in the
cluster. This is, of course, unreasonable if there aremany machines or if the network
is geographically widespread, but it may be feasible fora small cluster. With the
completely connected model, any topology can be embedded in the physical network.
Instead of a single processor taking(p1)(A + dr) time to send (p1) separate44
Topology NodesDiameterBisection BandwidthConnections
Single Network p 1 1 1
Completely Connected p 1 p p
Cube-Connected p = 2k 2 2k-1 k
Mesh p = Ig 2 k 2
Table 1. The number of nodes, diameter, bisection bandwidth, andnumber of con-
nections at each node for the single network, the completely connectedworkstation
network, the cube-connected workstation network, and the2-dimensional mesh work-
station network.
messages for a broadcast, a hypercube-style broadcast can be used, taking only time
log2p(A + dr).As in a typical workstation network,a message between any two
processors takes (A + dr) time, but p processors can transmit concurrently. Thus,
p messages can be sent in time A + dr instead of time A + pdr..All aspects of
communication as well as computation can proceed in parallel.
When comparing networks, it iscommon to consider the diameter, bisection band-
width, and number of connections at each node. Table 1 shows thisinformation for
the single network, the completely connected model, the cube-connectednetwork,
and the mesh network.
Assuming the availability of networks,a flexible routing protocol, and sufficient
machine connection ports, the best network topology is thecompletely connected
model, since it allows parallelism to extend completelyto communication as well as
computation. It also has the best diameter and bisection bandwidth.Failing this,
the best choice depends on the availableresources and the goals of the system. An
almost completely connected networkmay be a reasonable compromise (as in the
switched networks mentioned in the previous section). If the number ofconnections
is the overriding constraint, mesh should be considered.If, on the other hand, bi-
section bandwidth and broadcast timeare critical, a cube-connected network may be45
advantageous. It is assumed, however, that the network protocolsalleviate the cost
associated with multiple hops betweenprocessors.
Multiple network configurations offersome advantages over typical single-network
installations. Concurrent communicationsare permitted and the bisection bandwidth
is higher than in a single LAN. The advent of the switchednetwork, with its almost-
completely-connected performance levels, has toa great degree lessened the interest
in multi-nets. This investigationassumes that the multiple network configurations de-
scribed in this section are not available. As mentioned previously,the work presented
here is based on single Ethernet connections witha CSMA/CD protocol.46
Chapter 4
Data Decomposition Methods
Partitioning the data according to the communication needs ofboth the application
program and the relative speeds of the participating processors isa critical factor in
obtaining maximum performance in the networked environment.
This chapter examines a number of standard decompositionschemes. The effec-
tiveness of each method dependson the communication patterns of the particular
problem, the size of the problem, and the overhead associated withtransmitting data
over the network. The partitioning methods considered are scatter, contiguous point,
contiguous row, interleaved, and homogeneous block.
While regular communication patternsare assumed for the problem space dealt
with here, there may be times whena data item must be transmitted to an arbitrary
grid point. In these cases there must bea method for locating the host processor for
that point. Often a lookup table must be utilized that containssome or all of the
grid points and their locations.For each decomposition method presented here,a
comment is made regarding the storage size and lookup time required.
Unless otherwise specified, it is assumed for this investigationthat the problem
space is a uniform two-dimensional grid with dimensions in xn. It is further assumed
that the grid is toroidal: that is, all edgeswrap.47
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Figure 9. An example of scatter decomposition fora grid problem on four heteroge-
neous processors with each colored square representing a data point and theprocessor
to which it is assigned.
4.1Scatter Partitioning
Scatter partitioning decomposes the problemspace without regard to the communica--
tion patterns in the applicationprogram, but it provides a very flexible framework for
systems that offer dynamic load balancing with data migration. Thisis a fine-grained
decomposition in which the individual elements of theproblem space are randomly
sprinkled or scattered among the nodes of the parallel machine[43].If the nodes
are homogeneous, every processor is allocated the same number of data items. In
heterogeneous systems each processor is assignedan amount of data commensurate
with its relative speed. Figure 9 givesan example two-dimensional grid that has been
partitioned for heterogeneousprocessors by the scatter method.
The bookkeeping overhead for scatter decomposition issubstantial and may pre-
clude the use of this partitioning method for large problems.Since there is no reg-
ularity in the assignment of data elements toprocessors, the only way to determine
on which processor a particular data point lies is to keepa table that contains this
information. Assuming that the number of theprocessor associated with a data el-
ement can be expressed as a single byte,a table of mn bytes will be needed. If this48
table exists, however, standardarray indexing will locate the entry for any element
in constant time.
One way to reduce the table size is to fragment the lookup tableamong the pro-
cessors. A simple hash function can be used to decide into which table a data element
should be entered. This, however, may requirean interprocessor communication when
determining the physical processor to whicha message must be sent. In the worst
case, the p processors will each initiate p 1 messages and each must respond top 1
messages.Considering the high communication cost associated with the network
parallel processing model, table fragmentation merely exacerbates this problem.
Scatter decomposition is of value when load balance ismore important than com-
munication cost [43]. It is of particular value when dynamic data migrationis used
to balance the load during execution. Overloadedprocessors may directly off-load
to underloaded processors without regard to contiguity of the data elements. Un-
fortunately the storage requirements of the lookup table limit the usability ofthis
partioning scheme.
A more coarse-grained variant of scatter decomposition scatters entirerows, columns,
or blocks of the problem space among the processors. This substantially reduces the
necessary size of the lookup table. If the decomposition unit is column or row, merely
storing the identifier of the beginning element is sufficient. If the unit of partitioning
is a uniform-sized block, recording the identifier of the top-left element of each block
permits calculation of identifiers of the elements each contains.
Scatter decomposition is unable to take advantage of regular communicationpat-
terns to reduce communication costs. As shall beseen later in this paper, this parti-
tioning method incurs such a large worst-case communication cost for the grid prob-
lems we consider that it is impractical touse unless dynamic load balancing is of
prime concern.49
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Figure 10. Contiguous point partitioning ofa grid problem for four heterogeneous
processors.
4.2Contiguous Point
Contiguous point partitioning affords the opportunity forfine-grained load balancing
just as scatter decomposition does, but it offersa much lower worst case communi-
cation cost. Contiguous point partitioning byrow is described here, but the charac-
terization is analogous for decomposition by column. Data elementsare contiguously
assigned to processors according to their relative speedsso that all communications
to neighbors lying to the east and west requireno off-processor communication, with
the possible exception of the first and last data items of thefirst and last rows on each
processor.If the processors are homogeneous and the number ofprocessors evenly
divides m, this becomes a contiguousrow partitioning. Otherwise, there are at least
two rows in the grid that have elementson different processors. For the analysis, we
assume that p1 rows of the grid have data pointson different processors so that
no processor is assigned a simple contiguous row partition, and that at leastn data
points are assigned to eachprocessor. Figure 10 gives an example of a grid partitioned
by contiguous points.
The storage required by the lookup table is minimal.For each processor it is
merely necessary to maintain the identifiers for the beginningdata elements. If the50
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Figure 11. Contiguous row partitioning ofa grid problem for four heterogeneous
processors.
identity of the data itemsmay be stored as an integer, the size of the requisite data
structure is 4p bytes. This may be storedas a one-dimensional ordered array and-
finding the processor on whichany element resides may be accomplished using a
binary search in 0(log p) time.
This partitioning scheme offers fine-grained decompositionon par with the scat-
ter method but avoids the drawbacks of high communicationcost and lookup table
storage requirements. While search must be used to locate theprocessor number on
which a data item resides, the list is small and ordered. So negligibletime is required
for processor lookup.
4.3Contiguous Row Partitioning
This larger-grained version of contiguous partitioninguses the row (or column) as
the unit of decomposition.This reduces the number of communications without
increasing the message size or lookup table size. In the homogeneouscase, an equal
number of rows is assigned to eachprocessor. For the heterogeneous network, each
processor receives a number of rows proportional to its relative speed. No off-processorm
n
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Figure 12. Two interleaved partitionings for fourprocessors.(a) The homogeneous
case. (b) The heterogeneous case with processors whose relative speeds are 4,2,2,1.
communication is necessary for east/west communication patterns. Figure 11 depicts
a heterogeneous contiguous row partitioning.
The lookup table maintained for this method is thesame as for contiguous point
partitioning. It is sufficient to maintain merely the identifier of the beginning data
element on each processor. So the same size of 4p bytes and lookup cost of O(log p)
applies as in contiguous point.
Throughout this dissertation references to contiguousrow partitioning apply equally
to contiguous column decomposition.
4.4Interleaved Partitioning
Interleaved (round-robin) partitioning is particularly useful for problems suchas
Gaussian elimination where matrix rowsare eliminated from computation opera-
tions one-by-one. Figure 12(a) shows a partitioning where entirerows are assigned
to homogeneous processors.In the best case the number of rows in the grid isa
multiple of p so that all processors have thesame number of data points, otherwise
the processors begin with an unbalanced workload.52
There is no need for a lookup table with thispartitioning scheme, since thepro-
cessor location of any grid point is accessible through direct computation usinga div
and a mod operation ((vp div n) mod p).
The decomposition is more complex when theprocessors are not homogeneous.
The simplest heterogeneous interleaving method dolesout data items (points, rows,
columns, or blocks) in round-robin fashion. Figure 12(b)gives an example of row
interleaving with four processors with relative speeds4,2,2,1. Notice that the relative
speeds of the participatingprocessors form a pattern that is repeated across the
problem space until the entire grid has been partitioned.Lookup for this form of
heterogeneous interleaved partitioningmay be handled either by a table of size 4m
bytes or by calculation basedon the interleaving pattern.
As has been previously mentioned, the problemspace considered here usually ex-
hibits regular nearest neighbor communications. Interleavedpartitioning intention-
ally places neighboring points on differentprocessors. This decomposition method is
attractive mainly because of its simplicity and the balancedcomputational workload
it generates for certain problem classes, butmay result in an inordinate amount of
communication time for the communication patterns typical of grid problems.The
analysis considers only interleavedrow partitioning.
4.5Homogeneous Block Partitioning
The goals of block partitioningare to maximize the number of neighboring data
points residing on a single processor, while minimizing theperimeter and, therefore,
the amount of data that must be transmitted to neighboringprocessors. The degree
to which these goals are realized is highly dependenton the communication patterns
indigenous to the particular problem, and the number and abilities of theparticipating
processors.
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Figure 13. A homogeneous block decomposition for 9processors.
When the problem space may be expressedas an n x n grid, the processors are
homogeneous, and their number is a square where j) evenly dividesn, the number of
data points on the perimeter of a block is minimized. Figure 13 showsa homogeneous
block decomposition for 9 processors.
There is no lookup table necessary for homogeneous block partitioning.Each
data point may be located through direct computation. To avoid the necessity of
computing data point locations, the identities of the beginning and endingrows and
columns for each processors can be stored ina lookup table. This would require 4
integers per processor and 1 div and 1 mod operation to find the location ofany
arbitrary point.
Unfortunately, the conditions of grid size and number ofprocessors that are re-
quired for homogeneous block decomposition often cannot bemet. In the next chapter
the effects of processor heterogeneity and grids that cannot be divided intop equally
sized blocks are considered.54
Chapter 5
Heterogeneous Block Decomposition
Block partitioning has generated considerable interest dueto its potential for reducing
the number of data items that must be communicatedat the expense of an additional
number of communications. Unfortunately, optimal partitioningfor the general case
is NP-hard [75]. Therefore heuristicsare usually employed.
In this chapter three new algorithmsare presented: Binary Recursive Block De-
composition (BRBD), Fair Binary Recursive Decomposition (FBRD),and Partial
Homogeneous Decomposition (PHD). Eachuses a slightly different heuristic to par-
tition the problem space. The FBRD and PHDare variants of the original BRBD
algorithm and may provide better performance than BRBD in certaincircumstances.
The mathematical motivation and cost analysis for blockdecomposition is de-
ferred until Chapter 6. Upper bounds, however,are established on the number of
communications generated for a 5-point stencil communicationpattern by the binary
recursive method and a competing technique, the N4 General Quadrilateral[51].
5.1The General Quadrilateral
A block decomposition method has been proposed by Hinz [51]that distorts the
blocks of a grid partitioning to permita more accurate apportionment of data items
to each processor. This allows a fairly fine-grained balance of load, butmay generate
an excessive number of communications.Figure 14. A typical General Quadrilateral partitioning.
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 15. The types of blocks generated in the general quadrilateral method. Arrows
indicate the number of communications. (a) Corner blocks generatea maximum of
6 communications. (b) Edge blocks generate at most 7 communications. (c) Interior
blocks may have as many as 8 communications.
A typical General Quadrilateral partitioning is shown in Figure 14. Note that,
due to non-rectangularity, processor 4, for example, must communicate south with
processors 3, 5, and 7. In the worst case a 5-point stencil pattern will require 8p4
communications per iteration with this decomposition methods. A constructive proof
is offered for this result.
Theorem 1 Let p be the number of processors to be used in executinga grid problem
and assume the grid may be divided into p rectangles of equal size. Then the worst
case number of communications necessary for a single iteration of nearest neighbor
5-point stencil interaction for a general quadrilateral partitioning is
8p4 (5.5)(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 16. The toroidal problem space may create additional communications witha
non-homogeneous decomposition. (a) A homogeneous partitioning hasno extraordi-
nary communications. (b) The general quadrilateral and (c) binary recursive decom-
position may incur additional communications on each edge equal toone less than
the number of processors on the opposing edge. These gridswrap along both the
horizontal and vertical edges.
Proof
This bound is proved by classifying the types of quadrilaterals thatap-
pear in a decomposition, identifying the maximum number of commu-
nications associated with each class, and determining the number of
quadrilaterals in each class that must occur in a partitioning.
Classes of Quadrilaterals and Their Costs
1. Corner quadrilaterals (Figure 15(a))-6 communications.
2. Edge quadrilaterals (Figure 15(b))-7 communications.
3. Interior quadrilaterals (Figure 15(c))-8 communications.
4. Additional communications due to toroidal problemspace-
4( .,/f)1) communications. Figure 16 shows how additional
communications become necessary for the non-homogeneous
cases.
The Number of Quadrilaterals in a Decomposition
Corners-4
Edges-4(j,2)Interiorsp4(j)2)4 = p4j) + 4
Total Number of Communications:
(4x6)+((4(05-2)x7))+((p-4(03-2)-4)x8)+(4(5-1))=
8p4 (5.6)
0
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With the general quadrilateral method complete lookupinformation must be
maintained. As in scatter decomposition, this method requiresa complete table
of size mn to associate data elements with physicalprocessors. The size of this struc-
ture, along with the possible additional communications generatedmay make this
approach unattractive.
5.2Binary Recursive Block Decomposition (BRBD)
The method of block partitioning described here is inspired by the binarydecompo-
sition scheme of Berger and Bokhari [17]. Their work deals with partitioningnon-
uniform grids across a collection of homogeneousprocessors. A binary decomposition
of the domain is used to divide it into regions of equal computationaleffort.
For the purposes of this research, however, instead of dividing the domaininto
regions of equal computational effort at each iteration, the domainis partitioned
according to the relative speeds of theprocessors.This algorithm can be applied
in either the homogeneous or heterogeneouscase, and it accommodates any number
of physical processors.This partitioning method is not, ofcourse, optimal. The
main consideration in block partitioning is to reduce the overallcomputation and
communication time in relation to other decomposition schemes. Thisis done when
the savings in the number of data items transmittedat each communication point
outweighs the latency cost of additionalmessages generated by block partitioning.(1)
(4)
(2)
(5)
(3)
Relatvie Speeds
PO = 5P3 = 3
PI = 4P4 = 2
P2 = 4
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Figure 17. The steps necessary to partitiona grid according to BRBD for 5 hetero-
geneous processors. The relative speed table is given at bottom right.
Relative Speeds
P0=6P3=2
P1=5P4=2
P2=4P5=1
Figure 18. Binary recursive block decomposition for 6processors with the given rel-
ative speed table.59
The binary recursive block decomposition method given hereexhibits a lower
number of communications than the general quadrilateral in theworst case. The grid
is sectioned recursively until eachprocessor has a rectangular block of data items
commensurate with its processing speed. Figure 17 shows the stepsnecessary to par-
tition a grid for 5 heterogeneousprocessors with speeds (5,4,4,3,2). The processors
are formed into two lists: (5,4,4) and (3,2). In Figure 17(b) the grid is split vertically
to apportion each list its share of the space. The algorithm thenrecurses on the first
list and its region of the grid. The (5,4,4) list is split into (5,4)and (4).At each
recursive call the direction of the next dividing cut changes. Therefore,the region
is divided horizontally to give the (5,4) list its share of the regionin Figure 17(c).
The algorithm recurses againon (5,4) and makes a vertical cut (Figure 17(d)) to
assign regions to these processors. The recursion unwinds until the (3,2) listis finally
considered. The right-hand region is divided horizontally to give each of thesepro-
cessors their fair share as shown in Figure 17(e). Figure 18 shows the partitioning for
6 processors with speeds (6,5,4,2,2,1).
The number of communications generated fora 5-point stencil in the worst case
is 6p4. An inductive proof of this bound is offered, but firstwe establish that the
worst case number of communications for binary recursive block decomposition for 4
heterogeneous processors is 6p4 = 20. This is shown by construction in Figure 19
where we depict the worst case partitioning for 4processors, and indicate (a) the
number of interior communications, (b) the communications due to wrappingon the
vertical grid edges, and (c) those due to wrapping along the top and bottomedges.
This is used as the base case for the proof.
It is also necessary to see that, fora number of processors greater than 4, a
maximum of 6 more communications are associated with each node. Each additional
line cutting the grid creates at most 3more line segments, itself and 1 each on the 22--.. 3
3
(a)
I111)11
I
(c)
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Figure 19. The worst case binary recursive block decomposition for 4processors. (a)
shows the 10 communications internal to the grid. (b) shows the 6 east/westcommu-
nications due to wrapping and (c) gives the 4 north/south wrapping communications.
lines it intersects. Since data must flow in both directionsacross the boundaries, at
most 6 communications are generated.
Theorem 2 Let Cp be the total number of communications ina recursive binary block
partitioned grid problem for p processors. Then forp > 4
Cp <= 6p4 (5.7)
Proof
Basis
Let p = 4.
Then by construction (Figure 19) the maximum number of
communications is 10 for interior communications, 6 for vertical
edges, and 4 for horizontal edges.
Cp < 6p4 = 20.
Induction Hypothesis
Assume Cp < 6p4 holds for 4 < p < k.Induction Step
Therefore Cp < 6p4.
0
Ck+i < Ck + 6
< 6k4
...,+6...
Ck
= 6k+ 64
= 6(k + 1)4
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Since rectangularity is preserved in the binary recursive method, the lookuptable
to locate an arbitrary data point is much smaller than with the General Quadrilateral.
It is merely necessary to record the identities of the top-left and bottom-rightdata
points.It is then easy to calculate whetheror not a data point is local to a given
processor.
The algorithm appears in Figure 20.
5.3Fair Binary Recursive Decomposition (FBRD)
In this variant of the original algorithm,more care is taken to assure that the blocks
are as chunky as possible. The original algorithm apportions a region to the Fp/21
fastest processors, with the remainder going to the [p12] slowestprocessors. This may
have a tendency to generate long skinny regions for the slowerprocessors, thereby
avoiding the unique opportunity that block decomposition offersto substantially re-
duce the number of transmitted data items.
As in the BRBD algorithm, the list ofprocessors is assumed to be presented
in descending order by relative speed. The FBRD assigns theprocessors to 2 lists
using strict alternation until the addition ofa processor to a list would increase the
total speed for that list beyond the total relative speeds divided by 2. At this point62
Initial conditions:
The current grid is the entire problemspace.
dimension = vertical.
P = the list of processors being used in the computation in descendingorder of
relative speed.
p = the total number of processors to be used (the cardinality of P).
Partition(current grid, dimension, P, p)
1.If p = 1, end.
2. Sum the relative speeds of theprocessors in P and consider the Fp/21 fastest
processors.
3. Divide the current grid into two partitions along the indicateddimension ac-
cording to the ratio that the relative speed total of the fastest rp/21processors
bears to the sum of all the relative speeds of theprocessors in P.
4. If p/2 > 1
(a) Set t = p.
(b) Set T = P.
(c) If dimension = vertical, set dimension= horizontal else set dimension
vertical.
(d) set p = rt/21.
(e) Set P to the first pprocessors.
(f) Partition(first partition, dimension, P, p).
(g) Set p = tp.
(h) Set P = TP.
(i) Partition(second partition, dimension, P, p).
5. End.
Figure 20. Binary Recursive Block Decomposition Algorithm(3,3) (3,2,2)
(a)
(3) (3)
(2,2) (3)
(c)
(3)
(3)
(3,2,2)
(b)
(3) (3)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(d)
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Figure 21. The steps necessary to partitiona grid according to FBRD for 5 hetero-
geneous processors with speeds (3,3,3,2,2).
remaining processors are assigned,one at a time, to the list with the lowest total list
relative speed.
Figure 21 shows an example for processors with speeds (3,3,3,2,2). In Figure21(a),
the processors are split into two lists (3,3) and (3,2,2) and the problemspace is divided
across the initial dimension. The left region is divided along its longest dimension
for the (3,3) list in Figure 21(b). The (3,2,2) list is subdividedinto (3) and (2,2). In
Figure 21(c) the right-hand region is cutacross the longest dimension to accommodate
the speeds of these two lists. Finally in Figure 21(d) the grid isdivided, again across
the longest dimension, for the (2,2) list.
The algorithm is given in Figure 22.64
Initial conditions:
G = the current gridspace.
P = the list of processors in descending order of relative speed.
p = the cardinality of P.
dimension = the longest dimension (defaulting to vertical).
Partition(P, grid)
1. If p = 1, end.
2. Total = Sum of the relative speeds of theprocessors in P.
3. Divide the processors into 2 sublists, P1 and P2 accordingto the following
method:
Until an assignment would increase the total speed ofa sublist to
more than Total / 2
Alternatively assign the processors in P to P1 and P2
4. End.
Repeat
While processors remain, assign nextprocessor to sublist with lowest
total speed.
If the vertical edge of the the current grid is longer than thevertical
edge then dimension= vertical.
Else dimension = horizontal.
Divide the grid into Cl and G2 across dimension accordingto speed
of P1 and P2.
Partition(P 1, G I )
Partition(P2, G2)
Figure 22. Fair Binary Recursive Decomposition Algorithm65
5.4Partial Homogeneous Decomposition (PHD)
Frequently more than one machine has thesame estimated relative speed, but com-
plete homogeneous partitioning is not possible unlessall machines have the same
speed. Grouping theprocessors by relative speed and assigning regions of the grid to
these groups instead of to individualprocessors allows homogeneous decomposition
to be used within these regions. This partial homogeneousdecomposition can reduce
the message size while keeping the number ofcommunications low.
An example of this partitioning method is given inFigure 23. It is assumed that
there are nine processors with relative speeds (4,4,3,3,3,2,2,1,1).These are formed
into four groups with group speeds (9,8,4,2). The totalrelative speed for all groups is
23, and a call to the multi-group partitioning algorithmdivides the groups into two
sets with relative speeds (9,2) and (8,4). Figure 23(b) shows the divisionof the current
grid for these two sets. The first set is then partitionedby another call to to multi-
group algorithm (Figure 23(c)). Two calls to the single group partitioning algorithm
handle the grid decomposition for theprocessors with relative speed 3 (Figure 23(d)),
and the processors with relative speed 1 (Figure 23(e)).Multi-group partitioning is
again invoked, this time with the set (8,4), which is further dividedinto 2 sets of (8)
and (4), and the current grid is decomposedas shown in Figure 23(f). The single
group algorithm is called twice to yield the partitioning in Figure 23(g) and (h).
This partitioning algorithm is outlined in Figures 24, 25, and26, which give the
top-level definitions and partitioning procedure, and thesingle-member group and
multiple-member group partitioning algorithms. The partitioningsubroutines call
themselves recursively. The basecase occurs when there is only one group remaining
to be partitioned across the current grid, and the number ofprocessors in the group
is 1 or is a non-prime number. Otherwise, further subdivisionis required. In this
algorithm, the term group is used to denotea collection of processors with the same(a)
(d)
(g)
(b)
(e)
(h)
(c)
(f)
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Figure 23. A partial homogeneous partitioning for 9processors with relative speeds
(4,4,3,3,3,2,2,1,1).67
Definitions:
Group = A collection of processors with thesame relative speed.
Set = A collection of groups.
Region = A grid subdivision allocated toa group.
Block = A section of the grid allocated toa single processor.
Successor(dimension)
verticalif vertical dimension of
current grid is greater
than the horizontal dimension
horizontal otherwise
Preparation for partitioning:
Sort the processors into groups by relative speed andsum the relative
speeds into a grand total.
Total the relative speeds of eachgroup and assign that total as the
group speed.
Sort the group speeds in descending order.
Set current grid to the entire grid.
Set current dimension to vertical.
Partition(groups, grand total, current dimension, current grid)
If there is only 1 group, Single Group Partition(groups,
grand total, current dimension, current grid)
Else Multi-group Partition(groups, grand total, current
dimension, current grid)
Figure 24. Partial Homogeneous Decomposition definitions andpreparation for par-
titioning.Single Group Partition (groups, total,
dimension, grid)
If the cardinality of the group is 1,
Return.
Else if the cardinality of the group is not prime,
Find the two largest factors whose product equals the cardinality of
the group.
Divide the longest edge of grid by the largest of these factors.
Divide the shortest edge of the grid by the smallest factor.
Else
Divide the group into 2 subgroups:
Assign one of the processors in thegroup to subgroup 1.
Assign the remaining processors in thegroup to subgroup 2.
Divide the grid proportionally according to the total speeds of each
set along the current dimension.
Set the current grid to the section assigned to subgroup 1.
Partition(subgroup 1, speed of set 1, current dimension, current grid).
Set the current grid to the section assigned to subgroup 2.
Partition(subgroup 2, total speeds of set 2, current dimension, current
grid).
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Figure 25. Partial Homogeneous Decomposition partitioning algorithm fora single
groupthe base case.69
Multi-group Partition(groups, total, dimension, grid)
Divide the groups into 2 sets:
While set 1 contains groups with speeds totaling less than
grand total / 2, assign the nextgroup to set 1.
While set 2 contains groups with speeds totaling less than
grand total / 2, assign the next group to set 2.
While groups remain, assign the nextgroup to the set that
has the lowest total speed.
Divide the grid proportionally according to the total speeds of eachset
along the current dimension.
Set current dimension to successor(dimension).
Set the current grid the the section assigned to set 1.
Partition(set 1, total speeds of set 1, current dimension,current grid).
Set the current grid to the section assigned to set 2.
Partition(set 2, total speeds of set 2, current dimension,current grid).
Figure 26. Partial Homogeneous Decomposition partitioning algorithm formultiple
groups.
relative speed. The term set is used to indicatea collection of groups. There should
be no confusion with the mathematical definitions of these terms.
Since block decomposition may yield superior results only when thecost of addi-
tional communications is outweighed by bandwidth savings dueto smaller message
size, it is important to keep each block assquare as possible to minimize the number of
data items that must be transmitted. The partial homogeneous partitioning method
tries to minimize the perimeter/area ratio of the regions by always dividingacross
the longest dimension. Block dimensionsare the two largest factors whose product
is the number of processors assigned to thegroup. This assures that the blocks are
kept as square as possible. Anopen question regarding the grouping of processors is
determining how close the speeds of two nodes must be before theyare considered to
have the same relative speed. Simple roundingmay be used, but this may result in
lost opportunities for better homogeneous subgroupings.70
5.5Expected Performance of the Algorithms
Figure 27 demonstrates the three different partitioningmethods. While the worst
case maximum number of messages for is the same for all methods, in this example
BRBD requires 42 messagesper iteration, and FBRD has 43, and PHD needs 50.
However, only 1 ln data itemsare transmitted by FBRD, 12n are sent by PHD, and
13n data items are transmitted by BRBD. Obviously, ifn is small, the number of
communications is most critical factor. However,as n increases, FBRD should yield
superior performance.
In Figure 28, PHD has theupper hand, providing a lower number of communica-
tions and fewer items to be transmitted than eitherBRBD or FBRD.
The algorithm that yields the best expected performancedepends entirely upon
the specific collection of machines to be used in thecomputation.5
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Figure 27. A comparison of partial homogeneous partitioning witha binary recursive
partitioning. The number within each sub-block indicates the number ofcommu-
nications required by that sub-block during each iteration. The BRBD requires 42
communications and transmits 13n data items. FBRD sends 43messages and trans-
mits only 1 ln items. PHD requires 50 communications and sends 12n data points.
This example assumes 9 processors with speeds (4,4,3,3,3,2,2,1,1).
4 4 44
6 6
BRBD
4 4 5 5
8 6
FBRD
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4 4
PHD
Figure 28. A comparison of partial homogeneous partitioning witha binary recursive
partitioning. The number within each sub-block indicates the number of communi-
cations required by that sub-block during each iteration. Here the BRBDgenerates
28 communications and transmits 1 ln data items. FBRD requires 32messages with
1 ln data items. PHD generates 24 messages and sends 10n items. The 9processors
are assumed to have speeds (4,4,4,3,3,3).72
Chapter 6
Mathematical Characterization of Communication Costs
In this chapter the relative time cost of the various decomposition schemes is math-
ematically characterized for a number ofcommon communication patterns.The
patterns we consider are broadcast, reduction, random and three forms of nearest
neighbor communicationssystolic, wavefront, and 5-point stencil. Figure 29 depicts
the movement of data for all these communication patterns except randomcommu-
nications.
The communication costs for broadcast, reduction, and random patternsare in-
sensitive to the partitioning method used.The others, however, have costs that
depend upon the way in which the problemspace is decomposed across the network.
In some cases the cost for heterogeneousprocessors is no higher than for homogeneous
processors, but this is by no means typical. For heterogeneous scatter, interleaved,
and block decomposition, for example, the number of communications andcommu-
nication costs cannot be known without also knowing the exact configuration of the
network.
When the processors in the network have differing performance capabilities, the
best computational balance is achieved when the number of data points ofa uniform
problem space assigned to eachprocessor i is
mn(speedi)
speedy
(6.8)BROADCAST REDUCTION
SUCCESSOR/PREDECESSOR
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SYSTOLIC
5-POINT STENCIL
Figure 29. Data movement for different communications patterns.(a) Broadcast-a
single value is disseminated to all grid points. (b) Reduction-data itemsare transmit-
ted from all grid points to a single receiving grid point. (c) Systolic-every data item
is synchronously sent to its nearest neighbor. (d) Wavefront-each data item depends
on the values to the left and above.(e) Successor/Predecessor-neighboring values
along one dimension are needed. (f) 5-Point Stencil-every data item needsaccess to
the values of its nearest neighbors to the north, south, east, andwest.74
where speedi is the relative speed ofprocessor i, and the divisor is the sum of the
relative speeds of all the participating machines. This,however, is an oversimplifica-
tion. The best partitioning of the data dependson the number of processors, problem
size, network speed, bookkeeping overhead, and the problemitself. Some problems
are embarrassingly parallel in that they have little orno data dependencies. More
often dependencies do exist, in whichcase, the number and size of interprocessor
communications becomes an important factor insystem performance.
Using the notation from page 11, the cost ofa single interprocessor message from
processor i to processor j in a virtually completely connected graphmay be expressed
as:
+ r(Di,F[DiXt/1) + W (6.9)
where the first term represents themessage preparation latency, and the second term
represents transmission time. The third term, W, representsany additional wait
time due to network contention (i.e., collision resolutionoverhead or unrelated net-
work traffic) or load imbalance. Within the secondterm, the [Di, /M1 component
determines the number of packets needed when the number of bytesto be transmitted
exceeds the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) and multipledata frames must be
generated. The number of bytes transmitted is increased by F bytesfor each required
data frame. For Ethernet, the size of the data frame header is14 bytes, the trailer
is 4 bytes, and the MTU is 1500 bytes [90].If the TCP/IP protocol is used, this
is reduced by the 40 bytes required for the TCP and IPheaders. In data-parallel
processing, operations are synchronous. Therefore, if the workloadis balanced, all
processors will be attempting to communicate at roughly thesame time. Additional
communication cost may be incurred due to network collisionor waiting to seize the
token on a Token Ring.
A parallel communication is defined to bea synchronization point where at least
one processor is transmitting a message to one or more otherprocessors. The cost of75
a parallel communication in a single direction (the cost of messages transmitted by
all processors) may then be expressedas:
p-1p-1
A( maxC,) + T E E (131, + F (D1/M1 ) + W (6.10) tc{0...p-1} i=0 j=0, j$i
where the first term represents the message preparation latency basedon the max-
imum number of messages sent from any singleprocessor during a communication
round, and the second term expresses the transmission time due to the size of all
message and packet frames. Latency is charged according to the maximum of any
participating processor since we assume thatmessages are prepared in parallel.
The analyses in the following sections include the following simplifyingassump-
tions:
1. The network consists of a single LAN, and onlyone message is transmitted at
any given time.
2. The problem space is uniform and may be representedas a two-dimensional
toroidal m x n grid.
3. The message transmitted from a grid point consists ofa single data item of
determinable length d.
4. There is a single dominant communication pattern to be considered.
5. The effects of contention and collision resolutioncan be captured in the A and
7 factors.
These assumptions are not unrealistic. A collection of cooperating machines often
resides on a single bus or ring. The analysis applies to non-toroidal problems, but
the mathematical characterization is slightly different. Requiring each transmitted
data item to have a set size d is not overly limiting, since this permits entirearrays
or structures. Other than broadcast and fan-in of values at the end of execution,Time
It
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Figure 30. Time lines for fourmessage transmission scenarios.Cases (a), (b) and
(e) incur the maximum communication cost, while (c)and (d) overlap the message
preparation latency of oneprocessor with the transmission times of other processors.
grid problems are often characterized bya single dominant communication pattern.
For problems that experience phase shiftsso that the patterns change as execution
progresses, communication cost may be analyzed by considering each patternsepa-
rately. While the time necessary to handle contention variesconsiderably with the
network traffic, averages can be estimated by timing testprograms that generate the
communication patterns examined in this research.
Using these assumptions, the cost ofa single iteration may then be generally
expressed as:
p-1p-1
AE (maxCik) +T E E E (Di3kF[Di,k /M1) (6.11)
kq.Ar ,s,e0,41. 1=0 j=0,30i
where .V,S,E, and W are the possible directions ofa communication.
Since message preparationmay be performed entirely in parallel by the partic-
ipating machines, the associated latency is not directly affectedby the number of
processors. The communication costs may actually be less than those indicated due
to the effects of overlapping message preparation timeon one processor with trans-
mission time of other processors. Figure 30 depicts fourprocessors, each generating
one communication. The MTU is exceeded by one processor in (b) and (c), and by
all processors in (d) and (e). In (a), (b) and (e) themaximum cost as expressed in77
equation (4) is incurred. In cases (c) and (d), however, advantage is taken of themes-
sage preparation overlap so that overall communication time is less than the upper
bound. The worst case as depicted in 30(a), (b) and (e) is assumed inour analysis.
Minimizing the number of communications, the size of communications, and the
computation time are conflicting goals. In the following sectionswe analyze the im-
pact that partitioning methods have on performance depending on the communication
patterns involved.
6.1Broadcast
In a broadcast communication a single processor transmitsa message to the other p-1
processors (see Figure 29(a)). Therefore, there are p1 communications regardless
of the data partitioning methods used. By definition, thesame message is sent to all
processors, so the communication cost may be expressed as
A(p1) + 7(p1)(d + Fkl/A11) (6.12)
regardless of the decomposition method. No lookup table is required for broadcast
messages since a message is sent to every participating processor.
Multicast is a variation of the broadcast pattern that communicates with only
a subset of the other p1 processors [62].Multicast communication cost is com-
pletely dependent on the application. Some problemsmay be decomposed so that
all intended recipients reside on the same processor, or at leasta small number of
processors. In other cases, there may be no a priori way to determine recipient sets
in order to optimize the communication costs. Unlike broadcast, which distributes
data indiscriminately, multicast needs a mechanism to determineon which proces-
sor the intended recipient resides. In the worst case the cost of a multicast may be
greater than a regular broadcast since the message may have to be sent to every other
processor in addition to incurring lookup time.78
If the available hardware and software provide automatic multicastservice, only
one message must be transmitted. This investigation does not assume the availability
of this service.
6.2Reduction
Reduction patterns are similar to broadcast, but instead ofa single processor gener-
ating p1 messages, p1 processors all generate a message toa common recipient.
Figure 29(b) shows this pattern. Typically this communicationpattern is used to de-
termine maximum or minimum values among all the data points,or to perform some
operation, such as summation, across all data points. Local reduction is handledat
each node so that only a single data item is actually transmitted fromeach proces-
sor. The message preparation latency is amortized in parallel across the entire set
of transmitting processors, so message-passing overhead is lower than inbroadcast.
Thus, the cost of a reduction can be expressedas
A + r(p1)(d + F(rd/A1-1)) (6.13)
As in broadcast, this cost is independent of the partitioning scheme.
6.3Random
Some problems have random communication patterns; that is, it isnot possible (or
it is impractical) to determine message passing patterns prior to the time ofcom-
munication. In the worst case, eachprocessor must send a message to every other
processor, regardless of the decomposition method used, so the worst-case number of
communications is p(p1). Such a communication will have cost
p-1p-1
A( maxCi) +TE : + FrDiJA11)
ie{0...p-1} i=0 j=0,j0i
which is the same as Equation 6.10.
(6.14)79
6.4Systolic
In systolic array problems, as in a heart pulse, data is pumped from each gridel-
ement to the neighboring element [76].Figure 31 shows this pattern for different
decomposition techniques.
If scatter partitioning is used, it is again possible thatevery processor must com-
municate with every other processor, so the worstcase number of communications per
iteration is p(p1) and the maximum number of data items transmitted isinn (Fig-
ure 31(a)). The communication cost cannot be estimated until the exact partitioning
of the data is known. So it may be expressedas
p-1p-1
A( maxC,) +T E > (DiF / M-1)
i=0
(6.15)
With contiguous point partitioning (Figure 31(b), both the number and size of
communications may be dramatically reduced sinceprocessors numbered 1 through
p2 must send 2 data items in the direction of the flow, andprocessors 0 and p I
send 1 item each. The number of communications generated is 2(p-1). The resulting
communication cost is
2A + 2r(p1)(d + Frd/M-1) (6.16)
If the problem space is decomposed by contiguousrow or interleaved row, there
are no off-processor communications at all for systolic operations. Figure 31(c) and
(d) show this case.
If the conditions for simple block partitioningare met, the straightforward de-
composition shown in Figure 31(e) may be used.In which case, the number of
communications is p, the size of each message is do /j) and the cost is
A + Tp((dn/ VT)FRdn/ 03)/Mi) (6.17)80
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 31. A systolic communication pattern with the grid divided for 4processors
according to the decompositions methods-(a) scatter, (b) contiguous point, (c)con-
tiguous row, (d) interleaved row, (e) homogeneous block, and (f) heterogeneous block.81
For binary recursive decomposition (Figure 31(f)), because of the strictalternation
in the direction of cuts made in the grid, the number of communicationsis bounded
by
P-12if odd ( [log i) 6 + E
t=4 1otherwise
(6.18)
The general quadrilateral method generates 2p1 communications.For systolic
communication, each processor sendsone message in the direction of information flow
(p messages). The non-perpendicularity of interior boundariesgives rise to another
j)(j)-1) communications, and thereare j)-1 possible additional communications
due to the toroidal wrap. Therefore the worstcase number of communications for
the general quadrilateral is
p+ VT)(,/(j1.) = 2p 1 (6.19).
general stencil communication pattern.The cost may be expressed by thesame
equation as for scatter partitioning.
6.5Wavefront
Wavefront communication patterns take the form shown in Figure 29(d).Each data
point interacts with two of its nearest neighbors at 90° angles fromeach other. The
case considered here assumes east- and south-bound communications. The arguments
are analogous for other directions.
If scatter decomposition is used, the number of communicationsgenerated may
be as great as 2p(p1) and the worst-case communication cost is
p-1p-1
A EmaxCiE E E (Di, + F DiM1) (6.20)
ke{e,S} "{°*-P-1} ke{e,S} i=0 j=0,j0i82
Contiguous point partitioning localizes most of eastbound communication and
generates at most p2(p1) communications. The associated worst-casecommu-
nication cost is
3A + r(d(np + 2(p1)) + F(rdnp1M1 + 2(p1)1- d I)) (6.21)
When the problem is decomposed according to contiguousrow, p communications
of n data items each are generated. The communication cost, therefore, is
A + rp(dnF rdn I All) (6.22)
If partitioning is by interleaved row, mn data itemsare involved. The communi-
cation cost is
A + rp(drrnn/P1F rdrmn I Pi Oil) (6.23)
For heterogeneous interleaving, the same mn data items must be transmittedas
with homogeneous partitioning. However, the worst-case number of communications
is 2(p1).Since the fastest and slowest processors each communicate withone
other processor, anthe others communicate with at most two otherprocessors, the
communication cost is
p-1p-1
A( maxCi)r(dmnF E E [Di/1111 ) (6.24)
if{0p-1}
i=0j=0,:70i
This expression assumes that all messages from processor i toprocessor j are bundled
into a single transmission affected only by the MTU limits.
Simple block decomposition incurs 2p communications, and the costmay be ex-
pressed as
2A + 21-p(d(n/05)F1d(nIA5) /M1)
The number of communications for heterogeneous block decomposition is
p-1
E
kele,31 i=0
(6.25)
(6.26)1111*-411
(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 32. Typical stencil patterns for communicationin grid problems that are
amenable to block decomposition. (a) 3-point stencil. (b)5-point stencil. (c) 9-point
stencil.
where Cik indicates the number ofmessages transmitted from processor i in direction
k and k ranges from east to south. Thecost may be characterized as
p-1p-1
A (maxCik)EEE(Di)),F lk/M-1 )
IcE{E,S}
sE {O...p -1}
ke{e,S} i=0 j=0,j$i
6.6Stencil
(6.27)
Stencil communication patternsare usually of the successor/predecessor form (3-point
stencil) shown in Figure 32(a)or the north/south/east/west patterns (5-point stencil)
in 32(b).Other forms occur, such as the 9-point stencil in Figure 32(c).In an
application with an k-point stencil pattern, each dataelement interacts with k 1
other elements at each communication point. Ifcare is not taken in the partitioning
of the problem space,an unreasonably large communication cost may be generated.
Only the 5-point stencil is considered for this analysis.
Scatter partitioning for stencil patterns incursa very high communication cost. In
the worst case, each processor must communicate with theremaining p 1 processors
for each of the 4 communication directions. Therefore, 4p(p1) communications
are generated and 4mn data items must be transmitted.Figure 33(a) shows 5-(a)
(d)
(b)
(e)
8-1
(c)
U)
Figure 33. A 5-point stencil communication pattern decomposed by (a)scatter, (b)
contiguous point, (c) contiguous row, (d) interleaved, (e) homogeneous block,and (f)
heterogeneous block.85
point stencil communications with a scatter partitioning. The followingexpresses
the associated cost.
p-1p-1
A> (
ic{0...p-1)
maxCO +E E E (Di + F(I-Di,k/M1))(6.28)
ke{N,S,E,W} ke{Ar,S,E,IN} i=0
Continuing the assumption that at least an entire gridrow is assigned to each
processor in contiguous point partitioning (Figure 33(b)), there will be p northward
communications and p southward communications. The firstprocessor has 2 commu-
nications with the second processor, the lastprocessor has 2 communications with
the previous node, and the others exchange 2messages with each of their predecessor
and successor nodes. 2np items are transmitted north and south, while 4(p 1) items
move east and west. Therefore, the total number of communications is 6p4. This
generates a communication cost of
6A + 27(p(dn +F(1(dn)/111-1)) +2(p1)(d + F (d / All)) (6.29)
If contiguous row decomposition is used fora 5-point stencil pattern, east/west
communications are local to each processor, so eachprocessor must send a row of
data north and south. The cost is
2A + 2rp(dn + F r(dn)/ (6.30)
The number of communications is 2p. Figure 33(c) shows this situation.
With contiguous point and contiguous row partitioning, the cost is thesame for
both homogeneous and heterogeneousprocessors.
Interleaved partitioning for applications that exhibit stencil patterns increases
the number of data items that must be transmitted,even when the processors are
homogeneous and p evenly divides n. While only 2p communicationsare generated
if entire rows (or columns) are distributed in this fashion, all east- and west-bound
communications are local to each processor, but 2mn data items must be transmitted
at each iteration for messages going north and south. Interleaved partitioning for the86
5-point stencil is depicted in Figure 33(d). The communicationcost may be expressed
as
2A +p(dmn 1pFr (dmn p)I M1) (6.31)
Note that p, the number of processors does not influence theamount of data
that must be communicated. The large amount of data transmittedfor interleaved
partitioning imposes a severe bottleneck.
For worst case heterogeneous interleaving, the fastestprocessor must communicate
with the other p1 nodes (see Figure 12(b)) on page 51.The fastest processor
communicates with one neighbor to the south, andp1 neighbors to the north.
The slowest communicates with one northern neighbor andone southern neighbor.
The others communicate with one neighbor to the north, andat most two to the
south. This generates a total of 4(p1) communications. In the worst scenario the
communication cost is
p-1p-1 A > (max Ci, )r (2dmn rDiik/M1)
ke{N,S}
se {O...p -1}
kefAr ,S1 i=0 j=0,j*i
(6.32)
If simple block partitioning can be used, the number of communicationsis 4p and
the cost is
4A +p(dn I VT)F ((dnI 0-1)1M)) (6.33)
The homogeneous situation offers the most efficient block decomposition. Assum-
ing that the problem space and the computer network meet the conditions forthe
simple block decomposition shown in Figure 33(e), there existsan event horizon that
is a function of problem size and number ofprocessors, above which block decom-
position should be superior to other partitioning methods fora stencil application
[10, 36, 37].
If the processors are heterogeneous, the costmay be characterized as
p-1p-1
AE
p-11
(maxCO +rE E > FrDi.,,IM-1) (6.34) ic{0...
kff.A1,S,E,W1 Ice{Ar ,s ,e ,vv} i=o i=o,loi87
ScatterInterleavedPointRowBlock
Homogeneous4p(p1) 2p 6p42p 4p
Heterogeneous4p(p1)4(p1)6p42p6p4
Table 2. The number ofmessages generated by the various decomposition methods
for a 5-point stencil communicationpattern on homogeneous and heterogeneouspro-
cessors.
6.7Comparisons
As has been stressed by a number ofsources, including [9, 10], the number of
communications generated in a high latency environmentsuch as the parallel network
is often more important than the size of themessages. Table 2 shows the number
of messages associated with the different decompositionmethods and communication
patterns for homogeneous and heterogeneousprocessors. The graph in Figure 34
provides a different view of this information for homogeneousprocessors. Figure 35
gives the same information for heterogeneousprocessors.
Notice that for some decomposition methods, the numberof processors used does
not affect the worst-case number of data items to be transmitted.Scatter and inter-
leaved partitioning fall into this category. Insome cases, such as stencil patterns, the
communication costs cannot be predicted in the heterogeneouscase without knowing
the exact configuration of the parallel network; thatis, it is necessary to know the
relative speeds of all the participants before anythingmeaningful can be said about
expected performance.
Figure 36 shows the 5-point stencil communicationcosts for scatter, interleaved
contiguous point, contiguousrow, and block decomposition for 8 homogeneous proces-
sors. The two contiguous methods have almost indistinguishable cost, which indicates
that a choice between these methods dependson the desired granularity of load bal-
ance. Again, scatter shows the highest cost. This is caused by both the high number1000
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Figure 34. Number of communications for the five decomposition methodsfor homo-
geneous processors.
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Figure 36. Communication cost for five decomposition methods forthe 5-point stencil-
pattern on an n x n grid. There 8 processors anda data size of 8 bytes. A = 2.5
msec, r = 1.5 itsec, MTU = 1460 bytes, frame headers and trailers= 58 bytes
of communications and the number of data items thatmust be transmitted. The
same problem holds for interleaved partitioning. Block partitioningmay be expected
to return the best performance if the constraints for homogeneous partitioningare
met.
While block partitioning generatesa greater number of communications than
contiguous row decomposition for most communicationpatterns, the savings in the
amount of data transmitted makes this partitioning scheme attractive for largeprob-
lems with stencil communication patterns. This indicates that,for a collection of
homogeneous processors, there existsan event horizon beyond which block decompo-
sition may provide performance superior to contiguousrow partitioning. This effect
has also been mentioned by othersources, including [10].
The boundary beyond which homogeneous block decompositionis expected to
outperform contiguous row is established by the following theorem.90
Theorem 3 Block decomposition provides performance superior tocontiguous row
or contiguous column partitioning in the homogeneous case only when
A < pdnr(1
2
)
Proof
Contiguous row decomposition is considered (the argument for contiguous
column is identical).
For both contiguous row and block partitioning, each physicalprocessor
has rt2 I p virtual processors so the computation time is thesame for
each decomposition.
The communication time for contiguousrow decomposition may be ex-
pressed as
2(A + pdnr) (6.36)
The communication time for block decompositionmay be expressed as
4(A + pd2-7-) (6.37)
Block decomposition is superior only when its communication time is less
than that for contiguous row.
Solving for A yields
0
4(A + pdr) < 2(A + pdnr)
A < pdnr(1 )
Vi)
(6.38)
(6.39)
(6.35)Ie+08
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Figure 37. Minimum number of grid points required for block allocationto be superior.
to contiguous row or column allocation,as a function of number of processors. Block
allocation is never superior to contiguousrow or column allocation when there are
fewer than 5 processors.
Figure 37 graphically shows the conditionson problem size and number of proces-
sors that must be met before block decomposition in the homogeneouscase is advan-
tageous. The homogeneous case establishes the lower bound. With fewerprocessors
or a smaller problem size than that indicated in Theorem 1, block decomposition
should not be used. Assuming that A= 1.5 msec, T = liisec per byte for Ethernet
and T = .1psec per byte for FDDI, and data length d= 8 bytes, Equation 6.35 in-
dicates that block decomposition withany number of processors less than 5 will not
give better performance than contiguousrow or column partitioning. Note that as
the network gets faster, as with FDDI, the number of data itemstransferred is no
longer as critical an issue.
Since homogeneous block decompositionmay be capable of superior performance,
can the same be expected from heterogeneous block decompositions? Figure 38 shows
the expected communication costs for contiguous point,contiguous row, and block900
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Figure 38. Communication cost for the contiguous and block decomposition methods-
on heterogeneous processors for the 5-point stencil pattern on an n x n grid. There
are 8 processors and a data size of 8 bytes.. = 2.5 msec, T = 1.5 //sec, MTU = 1460
bytes, frame headers and trailers = 58 bytes. The relative speedsare (6,4,4,3,3,3,2,1).
decomposition for 8 heterogeneous processors with relative speeds (6,4,4,3,3,3,2,1).
The point at which block decomposition is expected to outperform the otherpar-
titioning methods depends on numerous factors including the number and relative
speeds of the processors, the problems size and data size, and the bandwidth and
message preparation latency. When the processors are heterogeneous, the relative
costs cannot be estimated without analyzing this information.
Having established mathematically that thereare conditions under which het-
erogeneous block decomposition is advantageous, the question remains regarding the
comparative value of the three algorithms presented in Chapter 5.
6.8Use of the Analysis
The communication cost analysis will be useful to theprogrammer or compiler in
making decisions on static data decomposition at compile time when the relative93
speeds of the nodesare fixed and the characteristics of the networkare known a
priori.The communication cost characterizationmay be of value to the user or
runtime system to help decide, at execution time,the best decomposition to match
the current performance capabilities of theparticipating machines and the network.
i94
Chapter 7
A Data Decomposition Advisory System
The communication costs established in the previous chapterare useful for advising
the programmer, compiler, or run-time systemon the decomposition scheme(s) most
likely to yield the best performance fora particular application program and a partic-
ular network. In this chapter, an automated advisory system is described that ranks
the decomposition methods for a specific applicationprogram.
7.1Description of the System
The partitioning advisory system accepts data regarding the applicationprogram, the
processors, and the network, and produces a ranking of the various decomposition
methods. The system automatically ranks the speeds of the available machineson
the network so that the ones expected to give the best performancemay be used.
The system does not analyze the program to determine the computational require-
ments between message-passing rounds, nor does it try to discover the communication
patterns present. It is assumed that this information is available either from thepro-
grammer or some other program analysis tool. The problem space information needed
by the system includes grid size, the size of the individual data items that will be
transmitted, the dominant communication pattern, and the number of floating point
operations per grid point for each iteration.95
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Figure 39. Top-level view of the partitioning advisory system. Thereare 4 distinct
phases. (1) Estimating processor speeds. (2) Partitioning the problemspace. (3) Es-
timating network performance levels. (4) Applying the mathematical communication
cost characterizations to the gathered data. The arrows indicate data going to and
coming from the various system segments. The final output consists of the relative
performance rankings for the different partitionings.
Information regarding the network characteristics and the available machinesmust
also be provided to the system. This includes packet size and the size of data frame
headers and trailers.
A top-level conceptualization of the overall advisory system is shown in Figure 39.
The initial input includes a list of the machineson the network, the number of proces-
sors to be used, and all of the information regarding the problem space and network
described in the previous paragraphs.
The input to the first phase is the list of available computerson the network. A
test program is run in parallel on all machines, and each reports the time required
for a set number of floating point operations. This information is usedto estimate
the instantaneous capability of eachprocessor. A Mflops rating is assigned to each
machine, and the list is sorted in descending order basedon these ratings. The output
of this segment is the sorted list, annotated with the estimated Mflops ratings.(a)
(c)
Partitioning
System
(b)
(d)
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Figure 40. The partitioning phase establishes the size and shape of the data point
allocation depending on the relative processor speeds.
Information regarding grid size and the number and relative speeds of thepar-
ticipating processors is used in the next phase to partition the problemspace. The
system determines the share of workload that should be assigned to each processor
based on its relative speed. The grid is then partitioned for each decomposition tech-
nique. The data generated by the partitioning phase variesamong the decomposition
methods. In contiguous row partitioning, for example, the identity of the beginning
grid point and the number of rows for each processorare recorded. For block de-
composition, however, the identities of the top-left and bottom-right grid pointsare
necessary, as well as information regarding the neighboring processors and the num-
ber and size of communications along each border [36]. The data generated by this
segment is used during the final ranking phase to supply values for the Cik and.2
III
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Figure 41. To estimate the current communication performance capabilityof the
network, several rounds of message passingare launched. The times reported are
used to estimate the current values of A andT.
terms in the mathematical model. Figure 40 depicts possible partitionings generated-
for 8 heterogeneous processors.
The number of processors to be engaged and the relative speeds listare the re-
quired input to the third phase (Figure 41). In this section the network is testedto
determine the available performance given the current traffic load. While themax-
imum capabilities of the network are usually known (i.e., 10 Mbps for Ethernet,4
or 16 Mbps for Token Ring, 100 Mbps for FDDI, etc.), these advertised peak perfor-
mance rates are seldom realized. Additionally, the available performance varies with
the level of usage. Therefore it isnecessary to garner an indication of the current
disposable bandwidth. Merely timingmessages bounced between two processors does
not capture the possibly debilitating effects of the contention thatoccurs due to the
synchrony of communications in data-parallel applications. To include thiseffect, the
collection of processors is viewedas a ring. Each processor sends a message to its
virtual right-hand neighbor, and receivesa message from the neighbor on the left.
A number of rounds of this message-passing pattern and variousmessage sizes are
timed, and a least-squares fit is used on the gathered data to estimateT, the trans-98
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Figure 42. The output of the final advisory phase. The values indicate the relative
worth of the two partitioning strategies.The method expected to give the best
performance has a rating of 1.00. The ratings of the other schemesare estimates of
the factors by which the execution time is expected to increase (e.g., 1.39 indicatesa
39% increase in execution time).
mission time, and A, the latency, for a single message under current network traffic
conditions.
The final advisory stage occurs in the fourth phase. Figure 42 gives sample output
for the two decomposition methods considered here. All of the information developed
from the previous three phases is used in the equations discussed in Chapter 6 to
assign relative rankings to the decomposition schemes for the particular application
on the current network. The relative speeds and number floating point operations
per grid point are used to estimate computation time, maxi,{0...p_i} t,.Input from
the partitioning phase provides the values for Cik and Dij,,and r and A are provided
by the network performance phase. The values of d, n, p, F, M are assumed to be
available as part of the initial data supplied by the programmer or user. The relative
value assigned to the method that is expected to provide the best performance is
normalized to 1.00, with the remaining schemes expressed as non-integral multiples
of this amount. The higher the relative value, the worse its expected performance.
For example, a rating of 1.5 indicates an expected 50% increase in execution time
over the method ranked at 1.00.99
7.2Experimental results
To validate the model of relative computation and communicationcosts over vari-
ous partitioning schemes, a low-level message-passing system with sockets has been
implemented to benchmark the different decompositions. The testbed includesa col-
lection of Sun and HP workstations of assortedages and capabilities. The machines
are connected by Ethernet. The benchmarking concern is not with the speedup that
can be obtained by using the different decompositions, nor is there interest in abso-
lute performance estimations. The goal of the validationprocess is to compare the
rankings given by the system with observed performance.
The application used for validation isa two-dimensional thermal conduction prob-
lem, where a heat source is applied alongone column of the toroidal grid, and the heat
spreads throughout the domain over a number of iterations. This isa fine-grained.
problem in that the main computational operationsare contained in the single line
of code that calculates the updated version for each grid point
point =(north(point) + south(point) + east(point) + west(point))
4
(7.40)
where north(), south(), east(), and west()are abstractions that indicate point values
obtained from these nearest neighbors.
In Figure 43 the ratio of predicted to observed relative execution times for block
versus row partitioning are given as the number of processors varies from 4 to 12.
The grid has size 4096 x 4096, and the size of each data item is 8 bytes. The relative
speeds of the participating processorswere updated before each trial run, as were the
estimated values of ) and T. The values given for the observed dataare averages.
The sample size varied from 25 to 50 comparisons. 95% confidence intervals for these
means are included.
The data were gathered on a non-dedicated, non-quiescent network. Whilethis
caused substantial variation in individualrun times, this reflects the typical state of0
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Figure 43. The average ratios of predicted block versus row performance to observed
block versus row performance. Two forms of the thermal transfer application were
tested. The top graph shows the results when there are only 10 flops per data point
per iteration. The second requires 50 flops per data point per iteration. The 95%
confidence intervals for these averages are given.101
computing in the networked environment. Applicationsrunning on the participating
processors at the same time included other parallel programs, compilingsessions,
graphics packages, and the usual collection of text-editing and e-mailprograms.
For this test program, the predicted relative performance reasonablyreflected the
observed relative performance. Therewas a tendency, however, to predict slightly
better performance for block decomposition thanwas borne out by the empirical
evidence. It is believed that this is due to contention and collisionresolution overhead
in the CSMA/CD environment beyond that considered inthe model. The block
data decomposition method generatesa greater number of communications than the
contiguous row technique does. While thereare fewer data items transmitted in block
partitioning, the number of communications remainsa critical factor.
7.3Value and future directions for the advisorysystem
A general mathematical model of communicationcosts for networked parallel pro-
cessing is of value to help determine the problem partitioning methodsthat will
maximize performance. The goal has not been to model networkbehavior, but to
establish general cost characteristics for various decomposition methods.This infor-
mation may then be used by theprogrammer, compiler, or runtime system to make
better informed partitioning decisions to minimizeresponse time. For compile time
use, approximations of A, T, and the relative processor speeds may be substituted for
the data generated by the first and third phases of thesystem.
While the predicted relative performance closely reflects observedrelative per-
formance in the validation testing, the effects of networkcontention and collision
resolution should be more accurately expressed. These delaysare dependent upon
the particular network technology, and should be treatedindependently in the model.
The advisory system currently considers onlya single communication pattern. Some
applications experience phase shifts where the patterns and computationalrequire-102
ments change during execution, and the system should be enhancedto consider a
collection of patterns. It is sometimes thecase that better performance may be re-
alized by using fewer processors. When additionalprocessors have low performance
capabilities and the communication cost isvery high, it may be more efficient to limit
processing to fewer, faster nodes. Minor changes in the advisorysystem would allow
calculation of various configurations to alert theprogrammer or user to this situa-
tion. Additional uses of the mathematical model include modificationfor assessing
the efficacy of dynamic load balancing. The approximate achievablegain may be
determined and weighed against the cost of data movement.103
Chapter 8
Conclusions
The parallel network is a real high performance architecture,not an academic con-
trivance or a mere curiosity. The expanding interest in environments andtools for
parallel processing in this environment attests to its increasing popularity.The im-
proving speeds of microprocessors and networks, and the availability of machineshave
made this computing paradigm an attractive alternative to that offered bytraditional
parallel computers.
8.1The Problem
As we have seen, there are specific costs associated with networked parallel processing.
Low bandwidth, high message preparation latency, node heterogeneity, and changes in
processor capability due to fluctuating workload all conspire to impede performance.
Without adequately addressing these issues, the full potential of the systemcannot
be realized.
The research presented here addresses the problem of determining the decomposi-
tion methods most likely to maximize performance in the parallel network. New block
partitioning schemes for decomposing uniform problemspaces across heterogeneous
nodes have been developed. Different decomposition methods have been examined
for their suitability to grid problems, and their costs have been mathematically char-
acterized for a number of typical communication patterns. These characterizations
have been used as the basis of an advisory system that, given information about the104
network, the participating machines, and the problemspace, recommends the most
promising decomposition method.
8.2Significance of this Research
While others have explored decomposition of data-parallel problems fortraditional
homogeneous multicomputers, none has doneso adequately for the heterogeneous
networked environment.
This research has shown that certain decomposition methodsare unsuitable for
uniform grid problems and should usually not be considered.It has also demon-
strated that there is a point beyond which the savings inmessage size overshadows
the additional communications associated with homogeneous blockpartitioning. A
mathematical expression has been provided that enables the determination of whether
or not this point has been reached.
The block decomposition algorithms developed hereare the first ones that main-
tain rectangularity while accommodating heterogeneousprocessors. The rectangu-
larity constraint not only reduces the size of the lookup table that isnecessary to
determine the processor location of an arbitrary data point, it also reduces theworst
case number of communications. Bounds on the number of communications for these
and other partitioning techniques are established to facilitate comparisons.
The mathematical characterizations presented here providea basis for making
partitioning decisions for networked parallelism. These characterizationsare adapt-
able to the new switched network technologies. The equationsmay also be modified
to apply to the internal connections of more traditional multicomputers. The Meiko
CS-2, for example, is a multi-user system where the capabilities of the individual
nodes may change over time as their workloads fluctuate. Architectures suchas these
are candidates for heterogeneous approaches to data decomposition.105
While the Decomposition Advisory System proposed hereis prototypical, it has
been tested on a selection of applications. These applicationprograms have subse-
quently been executed acrossa varying collection of machines at a variety of network
performance levels to yield empirical validation of themathematical model. Results
are promising, even with a dynamic and unpredictable communication medium such
as the Ethernet with CSMA/CD.
The advisory system, once fully developed,may be incorporated into a compiler
to do static data decomposition.If the average performance levels of the network
and participating machines are knowna priori, there may not be a need for run-
time partitioning. Information regarding the problemspace may be provided by the
programmer or by a tool that analyzed the program to determine its dimensions, data
size, computational requirements, and communicationpatterns.
Systems that permit run-time decompositioncan use the features of the advisory
system that estimate the current bandwidth andmessage preparation latency of the
network and the current capabilities of the participatingprocessors to make more
accurate partitioning decisions. Again, information regarding the problemspace may
be provided by the useror may have been already determined by some analysis tool
or by the programmer.
This research is the first complete analysis of the decompositionissues peculiar to
grid problems in the parallel network. The work presented hereprovides a basis for
achieving acceptable performance levels in this parallel processingenvironment.
8.3Future Directions
There are numerous future directions for this research. Themathematical character-
izations can be modified to accommodate switched networks and trulyheterogeneous
networks (see Figure 44).106
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Figure 44. A true heterogeneous network.
This work has considered only uniform grids. While this comprisesa large set of
scientific problems, ways must be found to address non-uniformity and irregularity.
The Decomposition Advisory System should be expanded to provide advicere-
garding the number and identity of processors thatare expected to provide superior
performance.It should also be enhanced to handle more thanone communication
pattern to accommodate those problems that experience phase shifts.
The advent of multi-user parallel computers suchas the Meiko CS-2 that permit
users to access the individual processors as if they were independent machines high-
lights the need to develop mathematical characterizations for heterogeneity inmore
traditional parallel architectures.
As distributed and networked parallel computing become pervasive, the critical
importance of problem space decomposition in this environment will becomeeven
more evident.This area of exploration has just begun.These are just the first
tentative steps toward the hypercomputer [26] of tomorrow.107
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